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PREFACE

BARC Report No. 4 (Status, March 31, 1986) has six appendices that deal in detail
with the major areas covered by the Report. Appendices A-E cover the topics of
contamination control, water supply, costs of rehabilitation, dcsimetry and envir-
onmental assessment.

Appendix F by Rivkin Associates surveys the socioeconomic facts and factors that
affect planning for the resettlement of Bikini Atoll prior to, during and after
control of contamination.

Its preparation has involved extensive discussion with representatives of the Bikini
people, and this has helped them to focus on a variety of specific questions which
face them now or will do so in the future.

The Bikini Atoll Rehabilitation Committee, as a matter of policy, has not passed
judgement on the specific proposals made in this Appendix, and in particular, the
detailed community planning for Bikini and Eneu Islands. It hopes, however, that
such model proposals can facilitate realistic discussion by all interested parties
and thus expedite delineation of the official resettlement program.

BIKINI ATOLL REHABILITATION COMMITTEE

1203 Shattuck Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707
Henry 1. Kohn, Chairman
March 31, 1986
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SUMMARY

Findings and Conclusions

1. Bikinians numbered about 1280 in mid-1985, six times the population
evacuated from the atoll in 1946. They are dispersed among several locations
in the Marshall Islands: Kili (550), Majuro 400), Eit 200), Ebeye (80) and the
remainder on outer islands or at school in the United States.

2. Despite the dispersion, the Bikinians remain a cohesive people. Religion is
one factor in maintaining cohesion and community leadership, another. An
elected Mayor and Council and an elected representative in the Marshall
Islands' legislature manage community affairs and represent the Bikini people
to the outside world.

3. This governmental structure has been superimposed on a traditional system
which relates family and individual status to clan rights in land on Bikini
Atoll. Historically -- and characteristically for islands in the Marshalls atolls
-- Bikini and Eneu were subdivided into watos a series of parallel plots
stretching from lagoon to ocean, where extended families within a lineage
group had rights to settle their cluster of houses, plant and derive benefit
from the harvest. The distribution of rights and status has been adjusted once
since 1946, with difficulty, in order to allocate land in the Kili settlement.
The Bikini Council wants to revert to the earlier pattern, basing the Bikini
Atoll resettlement master plan on pre-1946 ownership and corresponding
household settlement rights.

4. Bikini population is young (almost 50 per cent below the age of 15) and
growing faster than the Marshalls' as a whole. It will likely double (to 2,500-
2,800) by the turn of the century. About one-third of the households have
more than ID family members.

5. The Bikini economy is welfare-based. It is supported by trust fund grants and
imported U.S. surplus food. Bikinians are employed in a lower proportion than
the Marshallese in general. Most of their jobs are in the public sector and
temporary. Several Bikinians have, however, established service enterprises
on Majuro and Kili and several have job skills.

6. Trust funds under the Compact of Free Association, combined with earlier
trust funds from the U.S. provide the Bikinlans' monetary resources. Total
grants will amount to over $100 million by the end of the 15-year Compact
period. Although the bulk of these funds must be invested for the benefit of
the people as a whole, and must be relied upon for community maintenance
both now and after resettlement on Bikini, substantial amounts will be
disbursed to households on a per capita basis. If the Compact goes into effect
this year, total 1986 disbursements will amount to about 2,300 per capita.
The average household will receive about 16,000 for the year.

7. Recent capital improvements notwithstanding, living conditions at both the
Kili and Ejit settlements are poor. The settlements are severely
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overcrowded, as are many individual houses which sleep 20 or more people.
Housing is deteriorated, poorly ventilated and devoid of amenities.
Community facilities are similarly deficient. Wooded areas on these islands
do, however, provide some privacy and relief from the oppressive atmosphere
of the man-made environment. Housing on Majuro may be crowded but it is
accessible to utilities and services. Some high quality Bikinian residences
have een built on leased land.

S. The timing of resettlement on Bikini Atoll and the nature of a master plan to
guide construction of a new community depend on four critical determinants
which are not yet definitively known. The Bikini Atoll Rehabilitation
Committee (BARC) and its consultants have been addressing three of these:

a. How long it will take to restore Bikini Island, which will be the main
settlement area, to a habitable state.

The methods under investigation by BARC for decontaminating the
island might be considered as alternatives or, possibly in combination. They
vary considerably, not only with respect to cost, but also with respect to
important factors such as:

- how long it will take to decontaminate the island (i.e. to reduce radiation
to levels acceptable within Federal standards),

- the necessity of removing existing vegetation and the time and effort
needed to restore environment and vegetation to a state sufficient to support
a new community at a reasonable standard of amenity,

- requirements for repeated or continual application of decontamination pro-
cedures (and associated risks), and

- implications for potential constraints on the lifestyle of the people who
resettle on Bikini Island.

b. Adequacy of water resources (groundwater and rainwater catchment
potential) on Bikini and Eneu Islands to support both revegetation as
necessary, and a new community.

c. The likely state of the Bikini people (size of the population, lo-
cation(s), living conditions, financial commitments, etc.) at the time their
atoll is ready for resettlement.

d. The judgment and wishes of the Bikini people regarding a community
plan in light of all the foregoing factors, once they become known.

9. Given the indefinite prospects for resettlement, the Bikini Council faces
increasing pressure for interim measures to improve living conditions in
existing settlements and to support further emigration from Kili and Ejit.
These measures may include redevelopment of Kili and a selective migration
to Maui (or elsewhere in Hawaii or the U.S. mainland if approved by Con-
gress). The Bikinians would draw on trust funds to finance these activities.
The current drift of Bikinians to Majuro will probably intensify in the process
and more people will establish permanent residence there.
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10. Once the Bikinians do return to their atoll, it is unlikely they will revert
entirely to the traditional subsistence economy or that reliance on trust fund
disbursements will, alone, provide an adequate livelihood or meaningful way
of life. Employment will be desirable, as well as necessary to generate addi-
tional income. Hence, early attention to an economic development program
is warranted. Promising areas to explore are:

- commercial development of marine resources, e.g. fish, turtle, lobster and
giant clam cultivation which might even be feasible as part of the atoll
rehabilitation program itself;

- training of Bikini adults to take part, as paid employees, in the clean-up
and reconstruction program and maintenance of the new community;

- boat-building and repair;

- commercial production and marketing of handicrafts, especially those
which might take advantage of the high quality and relatively rare kono
wood resource that can be cultivated on Bikini;

- establishment of a small commercial resort on Bikini Island;

- creation of an economic development fund from Trust Fund resources to
finance technical assistance and capital investment for Bikinian enterprises
and/or joint ventures with outside entrepreneurs.

Assumptions

Congress has requested that BARC prepare preliminary development plans for
Bikini and Eneu Islands so that resettlement can be properly considered in planning
the decontamination program and the costs of resettling these islands can be
factored into estimates for the cleanup program.

In lieu of definitive information about circumstances surrounding resettlement of
Bikini Atoll, a number of assumptions form the framework for physical develop-
ment presented in this report. They will be subject to analysis and revision by
both BARC and the Bikinians as planning studies progress.

1. Beginning within the decade of the 1980s or as soon as funds become avail-
able, a base camp or preliminary installation on Eneu could be the initial
phase of a staged return to Bikini Atoll. Major community settlement can
occur on Bikini and Eneu during the 1990s. By the year 2000, approximately
1,000-1,250 Bikinians will be resettled on the atoll.

2. The United States will fund the atoll rehabilitation and settlement construc-
tion, but the Bikinians will accept responsibility for operating and main-
taining all facilities, making the necessary budget commitments from their
own resources.

3. Bikinians will be able to adapt their traditional land pattern so that housing
in the new community can be sited on watos in a way that economizes on
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infrastructure costs, and land allocated for community facilities and
economic enterprises can be selected on the basis of efficiency and other
suitability criteria.

4. The Bikini people will demonstrate the motivation, capacity and fiscal
responsibility to manage their communities (Bikini, Kili, etc.) and to engage
in new economic enterprises and other productive activities, including self-
help housing construction.

The Sketch Plans

Sketch land use plans for Bikini and Eneu Islands are based on a program to
accommodate a residential community of 100-135 dwellings by the year 2000. The
program also calls for community and economic facilities as well as roads, docks
and other infrastructure. Rainwater catchments on all buildings and/or properly
prepared open land, including the apron at the Eneu airstrip will be the principal
water sources. A waterborne sanitation system utilizing saltwater for flushing is
envisioned. Illustrative design suggestions and guidelines are presented to achieve
housing units more livable than those on Kili and Ejit.

Housing, infrastructure and community facilities will require about 100 acres on
Bikini Island and 80 acres on Eneu leaving about 400 and 215 acres for cultivation,
open space and community expansion on the two islands, respectively.

Preliminary cost estimates for infrastructure, community facilities and housing
are on the order of 58-$61 million (in 1986 dollars). As much as 40-45 per cent of
this sum represents infrastructure that could be installed at the time of the clean-
up operation (particularly if the excavation method, which appears to require a
substantial amount of support infrastructure, is selected) and left for the perman-
ent use of the Bikinian settlement.

Capital investment requirements could be reduced by modifying development
assumptions or altering standards. For example, infrastructure costs may be
lowered by changing the circulation pattern to make roadways both shorter and
narrower. A more compact, clustered pattern of settlement could result in cost
savings for power and water distribution and wastewater collection. If the clean-
up progr-m leaves existing concrete buildings on the two islands and the existing
scientific base camp on Bikini, studies of appropriate re-uses such as community
facilities, workshops or storage might reveal the feasibility of retrofitting them at
costs lower than new construction.

Housing cost estimates have been based on the assumption that Bikini families will
build their own houses after the contractor has erected a basic "wet" core (cis-
tern, kitchen, washing facility and toilet). Engaging the people in self-help
housing construction will save money and yield the additional benefits of enhan-
cing their skills and giving them a personal stake in maintaining the new
community.

These sketch plans, together with their economic, fiscal and administrative
implications require testing by BARC and the Bikini people before a master plan
for resettlement is established.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Background and Scope

In June 1985, after consultation with the Bikini people, the Bikini Atoll Reha-
bilitation Committee retained Rivkin Associates to make an exploratory study of
the social, economic and physical factors bearing on resettlement of Bikini Atoll.
This initial resettlement planning was to provide a bridge between BARC's well-
advanced scientific/engineering research and factors affecting the ultimate
application of such research, i.e. restoring human habitation to the atoll.

During the seven months June-December 1985, Rivkin Associates initiated inquir-
ies into key subjects related to community master planning. Findings from these
exploratory studies are presented in this report.

Chapters One through Three deal with the Bikini people today: community struc-
ture and traditional land rights; population growth and composition; economic
activity and resources; and settlement conditions.

Chapters Four through Six cover factors that bear on economic and physical
planning for the future of Bikini Atoll: anticipated population growth and settle-
ment patterns; economic development prospects and issues; a preliminary program
and land use plan with capital cost estimates for Bikini and Eneu Islands; and
housing construction guidelines.

The data and analyses are derived from: an extensive review of secondary sources;
three field visits to the Pacific for observation of conditions on Kili, Ejit, Majuro
and Bikini, household interviews on Kili and Ejit and a visit to potential relocation
sites on Maui. In addition, staff have met with the Bikini Council, their liaison
officer, attorney and the trustee of their Resettlement Trust Fund, and have con-
ferred with BARC members and consultants, officials of the Republic of the
Marshall Islands and United Nations advisers, as well as U.S. specialists in mari-
culture, horticulture, boat building and handicrafts.

An explanation of the planning studies was translated into Marshallese for dis-
tribution to the Bikini people on Kili, Ejit and Majuro prior to the planners' field
visit of July 1985. Members of the Bikini community were thus prepared to dis-
cuss these issues when the study team arrived. Interim discussion papers on
findings and conclusions were presented to BARC and the Bikini Council for re-
view and comment. A draft of this report was reviewed at BARCIs meetings in
January 1986.

These efforts notwithstanding, important questions remain to be answered by
BARC as well as the Bikinians themselves before an implementable economic and
physical plan for atoll resettlement can be establishe-J.-These are summarized in
the final chapter of this report, along with recommendations on next steps in the
planning process.
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11. The Context for Resettlement Planning

The principal options for decontaminating the ground -- scraping vegetation and
topsoil, heavy application of potassium fertilizer to the soil, and sluicing the
island with sea water -- have considerably different implications for altering
existing vegetation, soils and topography and, consequently, for settlement
planning and scheduling as well. The cleanup program to be implemented ulti-
mately, whether a single method be employed or a combination, will need to be
followed by some program for reestablishing or restoring the island's vegetation to
a state of amenity hospitable to human habitation. That, too, will take time,
depending on the condition in which the cleanup process leaves the land.

BARCIs definitive findings on the various cleanup options, on methods of revege-
tation, and the requisite time and costs will be presented to Congress in a year.
Then, when Congress decides how to proceed and appropriates funds, the Bikini
people will have a clearer idea when resettlement can occur.

Despite the present uncertainty, there are several reasons to introduce resettle-
ment planning at this stage of BARC's work.

1. To identify aspects of resettlement that may have bearing on BARC's
continuing scientific investigations and Congress' choice of cleanup
techniques.

2. To identify resources of Bikini Atoll with potential economic significance to
the Bikini people, that might be mobilized during the cleanup period.

3. To estimate, albeit roughly, the capital requirements for resettlement so that
these may be factored into BARC's over all estimates of rehabilitation costs
for congressional review.

4. To initiate a dialogue with the Bikini people which will help them think
through their desires for the resettlement community as well as the impli-
cations of such a community for their institutions, financial resources, rights
in land, and the education and community attitudes that will be needed to
manage affairs on the atoll.

Planning at this stage must be a "what if" exercise to focus the issues and elicit
discussion. In this report we have assumed an advance party of Bikinians could
return to Eneu within the next four years. This assumption is based on BAP'C's
assurance that it is safe to live there, that adequate potable water supply is avail-
able in Eneuls groundwater lens, that the cleanup of Bikini could begin during this
period and that Bikinians can be employed in the cleanup and revegetation work.
We have also assumed the full resettlement on both islands would be achieved in
the 1990s. That seems to be the earliest that the new community could be built
and occupied. Moreover, it is very difficult to project any farther into the future
with confidence. The size of the community (which would accommodate only half
the Bikinian population estimated for the mid- to late- 1990s) is based on the
expectation that people from Ejit, Kili and Majuro would be included. By the
1990s, however, many Bikinians living elsewhere will not wish to leave established
jobs and homes.
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in some cases, planning parameters such as the nature of infrastructure and
community facilities, standards of service and tentative locations represent expli-
cit requests by the Bikinians. In others, they derive from the consultants' efforts
to posit what seemed "reasonable" in the context. Bikini leaders have reviewed
the entire development program, however, and approved it for the purpose of this
preliminary study.

Bikini leaders have not easily engaged in formulating groundrules for long-range
planning. The prospects are not yet imminent enough. BARC's research is still in
process. "What if" planning is somewhat frustrating for the Bikini leaders and
there is still a degree of skepticism borne of unhappy resettlement experiences
since 1946. The history of the Bikinians' successive displacements has been well
chronicled by Dr. Robert C. Kiste 1974 and 18-5)

The scenario presented in this report can be revised and refined as more informa-
tion becomes available and the components are studied during the coming year.

Professional staff for this study have been Malcolm D. Rivkin, Goldie W. Rivkin,
L. Alan Feinberg and Sandra L. Brecher.
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CHAPTER ONE

The Bikinians Today: Community Structure, Population and Economy

In July 1985, the official Bikinian population was 1277, more than six times that
of 1946. Most Bikinians still live in the Marshall Islands, dispersed among several
locations, primarily Kill Island, Majuro Atoll (Majuro town and Ejit Island) and
Kwajalein Atoll (on Ebeye Island).

Figure FI shows the Marshalls' geographical position among the island nations of
the Pacific. The Marshalls are 2400 miles southwest of Hawaii and a comparable
distance northeast of Australia. The atolls and islands comprising the Republic of
the Marshall Islands (REPMAR) are shown on Figure F2. Bikini Atoll is more than
500 miles to the northwest of Majuro Atoll, the capital.

The town of Majuro is on the primary land mass of Majuro Atoll, and Ejit is a
separate island about 12 mile to the west. These locations are shown on
Figure F3. Kill Island is approximately 160 miles southwest of Majuro.

Five hundred miles separate Bikini and Kill, with Kwajalein lying somewhat north
of the midpoint between them. These are great distances in an ocean environment
where inter-island transport has been sporadic and telecommunications unreliable
through most of the Bikinians' exile.

The estimated numbers of Bikinians currently living in each of the principal
settlements are shown in Table F1 below.

Table F1

Estimated Bikinian Population by Location, 1985 (rounded)2

Kill 550
Majuro 400
Ejit 200
Ebeye 80
Marshalls Outer Islands 30
Students Abroad 20

1,280

Kill is considered the primary seat of the Bikini community. It is where the
majority of Bikinians were settled in 1948. The Bikinian community on Kill 35
households comprised of 208 individuals) was established following the initial
short-lived resettlement on Rongerik and the subsequent relocation to the Amer-
ican base on Kwajalein.
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Bikinian residence on Ejit dates from the late 1970s. Earlier in that decade, after
the U.S. Government declared Bikini Island safe for habitation, about 40 families
returned to Bikini. They went over the objections of the Bikini Council, who were
not convinced at the time that the island was safe. On evidence that radiation
continued to pose a health hazard, Bikini had to be vacated once again and these
families were reluctant to return to Kili. Ejit a former agricultural station in the
public domain, was selected as a temporary site for them.

Majuro (population, 13,000) is the principal city and seat of government of the
Marshall Islands. The main commercial operations and service enterprises of the
Marshalls, the one major industry (Tobolar copra plant), the principal hospital and
schools are all in Majuro. Bikinians from Kili have come to Majuro in recent years
like many other outer islanders, not through any formal settlement program, but
individually seeking jobs, medical attention or other services.

Like other outer islanders, many Bikinians move back and forth between their
home islands and Majuro. Several Bikini leaders have established homes and
business enterprises on both Kili and Majuro. This movement is facilitated by
weekly air service linking the two communities.

Ebeye is the second largest urban area in the Marshalls, with a population of 8,000
crammed onto 78 acres. Its economic base is the Kwajalein Missile Range, and its
working population the service personnel for the U.S. installation. We presume
the 80 or so Bikinians living on Ebeye are among the KMR work force or members
of their families. Some may have stayed behind in 1948 when the majority of
Bikinians were moved to Kili. Others may have immigrated to Ebeye later. There
are several scheduled airline flights a week between Kwajalein and Majuro.

An estimated 30 Bikinians live on islands elsewhere in the Marshalls. Some have
intermarried with members of other population groups. According to Kiste 1974,
45) about 35 "ethnic" Bikinians were on other atolls in 1946 when the evacuation
occurred.

Over the years, Bikinian students have left their families to attend mission or
public schools on Majuro and other islands in the region, but the enrollment of
students in the U.S. is a relatively new phenomenon dating back to Congress'
allocation of trust funds in the late 1970s. Two-thirds of the 20 students currently
in the U.S. are in Hawaii or mainland high schools. About a half-dozen are in
college, mainly in the Midwest.

1. Cohesiveness of the Bikini People: Religion and Leadership Structure

Despite scatteration, the Bikinians have remained a relatively homogeneous,
cohesive group within Marshallese society. This stems partly from the shared
experience of exile.

The Bikinjans are a deeply religious people, adhering to a Protestant fundamental-
ism that originated with Missionary conversion in the last century. Religion has
been another factor in keeping the people together. It has provided hope in times
of adversity and helped them avoid the excesses of drink and the high suicide rates
that have plagued other Pacific peoples. Prayer meetings are frequent and
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lengthy. Singing of hymns and songs that commemorate attachment to their
homeland is a distinctive aspect of the Bikini culture. The church and minister's
house occupy specially allocated land on Kili as they did on Bikini.

To a large degree, however, Bikinian solidarity is the result of the community's
official leadership by a mayor and (since Bikini Atoll is uninhabited) a Kili-Ejit
Council. Fourteen of the 15 current Bikinian councillors are elected from these
two islands. One is a permanent resident of Majuro. The Council is directed by a
four-member executive committee and chaired by a mayor who is elected directly
by the entire Bikinian constituency.

Under the Marshallese system of local government, local (atoll) councils are
important governing bodies. These councils have broad authority and responsibil-
ity for public welfare, police and public safety and local capital improvement
programs. The Kill-Ejit Council, in addition, controls the Bikinians' trust funds
and disburses the household allotments.

Tomaki Juda is the current mayor and the Bikinians' principal spokesman. Though
he is the son of "King" Juda, who led the people from Bikini ultimately to Kili he
gained his position of mayor through popularity rather than heredity. Between the
two Judas another person was elected to serve as mayor.

The Bikinians are represented in the principal national legislative body, the
Nitijela, by their elected Senator Henchi Balos of Ejit.

The mayor, council and the senator have, for all intents and purposes except
landholding, supplanted the more traditional bod� of clan spokesmen as the
principal decision-makers for the Bikini community.

11. Traditional Structure: The Importance of Land

The Bikinians' modern democratic governmental structure has been grafted onto a
traditional institutional framework in which economic and social status are bound
up with the system of clan lands and land rights.

Each Bikinian born had land rights at Bikini Atoll, the location and nature of which
corresponded to his clan affiliation and social status and determined his identity.

Without land the Bikinian had no reason for being, he believed. In this he
shared an attitude that is held by other Marshallese. On the land he built his
dwelling, from the land he got a living, and by his inherited rights in a parcel
(or parcels) of land he possessed both an ascribed status in the socio-political
structure of his community and a secure position within his own kin group.
Furthermore, land as limited, and as a scarce resource, it was valued all the
more. (Mason 1954)

The social structure in which the Bikinian found his place is the traditional
Marshallese four-tiered hierarchy. At the top, a paramount chief, or Iroij Laplap,
functions as a feudal lord.
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The size of the domain of an individual Iroij Laplap varies according to an
inheritance pattern established through a matrilineal system. Historically, all
land within a particular domain 'belonged, to the Iroij Laplap who was
empowered to make allocations and subdivisions of land and rights to its use.
(DOD 19805

There are twelve Iroij Laplaps in the Marshall Islands, some of whom have several
atolls under their domain and sometimes overlapping jurisdiction. The next level
consists of chiefs or iroijs for the individual atolls, each with some authority over
land distribution.

On the third level of the hierarchy are alabs, the oldest male representatives of
lineage groups within a clan or bwij. Below them are the commoners, or dri
jerbals, who constitute the membership of the clan. The dri jerbals enjoy rights to
occupy and use land, but are subject to concomitant obligations to perform
services and render economic tribute to those higher in the social structure.

The Marshallese clan, or bwij, centers on a matrilineal system of hereditary
property rights. Both men and women who are members of the bwij trace
their lineage to a common female ancestor, one who has usually lived within
the memory of the oldest generation. The bwij is the basic land holding unit
and therefore the most important social unit in the Marshallese society.

Within each bwij, the alab is the representative in community matters, in
dealings with an iroij, and in discussions with the central government. He is
responsible for food distribution, work assignments and general land manage-
ment . . . the Alab directs the economic use of the land by all persons living on
land parcels belonging to the bwij. This is true even though some of the
spouses and children of males of the bwij may not be members of the bwij in
question, but will have been accorded rights to use the land (as opposed to
ownership rights) while in residence and at the pleasure of actual bwij
members. A newly married couple may reside on family lands of either of the
families of the bride and the groom. The Alab receives a share of the land's
production as well as a share of any cash derived from the sale of crops
(DOD 1984)6

Historically, the Bikinians have not recognized the authority of any iroij laplap
outside their own atoll. Likening themselves to -the Marshallese people of Enewe-
tok, Arno, Maloelep, Mili and Mejit, the Bikinians accord allegiance to their own
paramount chief alone.

They trace their ancestry to a man named Larkelon who, with a group of follow-
ers, fled Wotje atoll and established a colony on Bikini. He became Iroij of Bikini
and was succeeded (through matrilineal descent) by a series of Iroijs through Juda
who headed the Bikinians at the time of the evacuation from the atoll and settle-
ment at Kili. The present-day Iroij, Kilon, is from the same lineage. Unlike some
other atolls, Bikini never had a sacred place or mo set aside for use by a non-
resident iroij laplap.

Under the traditional structure each clan, lineage group within a clan and
individual had certain rights in land. The actual pattern of land divisions or watos
on a large island such as Bikini or Eneu was a series of contiguous, transverse plots
extending from the lagoon side of the island to the ocean.
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Each wato tended to vary in dimensions and area according to its relative
location on an island. Watos in the center of an island tended to be narrow
and long, whereas those near the ends increased in width as they decreased in
their shore-to-shore dimensions. The productive central sections of islands
were known as eonene (meaning good or important) and these areas frequently
supported several dwellings, each of which was called la. Poorer sections of
an island were designated as rarok. Although land was sometimes acquired by
gift, inheritance was the primary way a Bikinian would receive rights and res-
ponsibilities with respect to landholdings, and prior to the 1946 removal of
the Bikinlans, there were no known procedures for the sale or purchase of
land. (Weisgall 1985)7

Bikini had 40 watos and Eneu 28, each representing land allocated to a particular
household or group of related households within one of three clans. Sizes of watos
on Bikini Island ranged from two and a half or three acres to a high of 22 acres,
with most about 10-20 acres. Eleven alabs, or elders, administered these lands
and represented their respective household groups in the council of the commun-
ity. Figures F4 and F5 illustrate the pattern of watos; on which a total Bikinian
population of 167 lived in 1946.

According to Kiste 1974) this particular wato pattern came into being as the
result of fierce power struggles among the three clans who comprised the Bikini
people. It represented adjustments, and sometimes compromises among claims.
Had the population remained on Bikini and Eneu and grown at rates witnessed over
the past 40 years, all Bikinians would still have land rights, but the actual pattern
of wato holdings (due to subdivision or consolidation) might be different today. In
the Bikinians' institutional memory, however, the pattern is frozen and remains
the basis for resettlement planning on the atoll.

On Kili, however, a new pattern had to be devised in the absence of a traditional
parcellization of land. There, patrilineal relationships apparently prevailed, with
a household unit, or bamli as the basis for plot allocation. On Kili, moreover,
eight new alabs were designated, bringing the total number of headmen to 19.
This structure has prevailed for over 30 years.

While the II Bikini alabs remain the titular stewards of lands on Bikini, all of the
present Council members are not alabs. Several lack such high status under the
traditional system, but are important decision-makers nonetheless. With the
ascendancy of the Council and the elected representative to the Nitijela, the posi-
tion of Bikinian Iroij seems now largely ceremonial, rather than authoritative.

Land claims will clearly influence the development pattern of a new community
on Bikini atoll and the implemented development plan for that community. At the
present time, we can not know what kinds of conflicts, if any, might arise between
the traditional and the contemporary leadership structure or how actual land
distributions on the atoll will be made.

No anthropologist who has both the confidence of the Bikini people and the grasp
of Marshallese culture and language has analyzed kinship/ community relationships
and their impact on land distribution since Kiste's studies of the Kili decisions
during the 1960s. As these relationships will definitely affect the plan for
resettlement, it might be highly beneficial for BARC or its successor to com-
mission such a study.
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Ill. Population

Bikinian population is growing at a faster rate than that of the Marshall Islands as
a whole and, indeed, faster than most other population groups in the world.

Table F2 below displays figures on Bikinian population from 1930 to 1985.

Table 2

Bikinian Population, 1930-1985 8

1930 127

1946 21 8*

1964 459

1969 540

1974 784

1980 900

1985 ( Jan 1) 1,247
Ouly 1) 1,277

167 resident on Bikini Atoll

Total population has grown about six times since 1946. The most rapid growth has
occurred recently, however, and shows no sign of abating. Between 1974 and
1980, the rate of increase was about 15 per cent; in the five years, 1980-85,
almost 40 per cent. Recent growth is due primarily to births, but also to the
addition of spouses from outside the Bikini community.

The most reliable records in both cases are those of the Bikini Council for the
period November 1982 through June 1985. Over this period there were 164 births
and only 15 deaths, for a net increase of 149 people. In the same period, 24
formal marriages added outsiders to the Bikini population roles. The balance of
births over deaths represents an annual growth rate of 47 per cent over this
period. When intermarriage is added, the rate climbs to 56 per cent. Meanwhile,
the growth rate of the Marshallese people as a whole has been about 39 per cent
annually since 1980.

While there is relatively little intermarriage between Marshallese and people of
other nationalities, the U.S. trust fund grants begun in the mid-1970s, made Bikin-
ians especially attractive as mates, primarily to other Marshallese. (Kiste 1985)

The allocation and disbursement of the proceeds of these funds to Bikini house-
holds on a per capita basis has further fueled population growth. Some Linians
have believed that having more children would increase their household's disburse-
ment from the trust fund.

The extent of Bikini intermarriage and the high birth rates bear on two important
economic matters:
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1. the ultimate relocation burden (i.e. the U.S. commitment to resettle those
who are identified as Bikini people), and

2. the extent to which trust funds earmarked and invested for support of the
Bikini people will be adequate to meet the needs of the numbers involved.

Expressing concern about runaway population growth, however, the Bikini Council
recently passed a law freezing household shares of the trust fund disbursements at
1985 levels. They state that they will no longer permit additional children to be
registered on the disbursement rolls, and that they have begun to encourage
family planning.9

Although population counts have been made recently for trust fund rolls and
health insurance identification, a comprehensive and consistent picture of
demographic characteristics is not yet available.

Several cultural factors make it difficult to interpret existing survey data proper-
ly for detailed household analyses and population projections. Until recently, for
example, first or given names have been sufficient identification within the small
community of Bikinians. Thus, population tallies are inconsistent with respect to
use of family names. Another complicating factor is the common practice of
adoption within the Bikinian community. This generally means the adoptee's
family circle is expanded. Because natural parents are not abandoned and
individuals readily shift resi 18 nce among households, a child may be named on
more than one household list.

A. Age and Sex

These complications notwithstanding, the Council's 1983 household survey on Kili
and EjIt, provides a fairly good picture of age and sex distribution as well as
household composition. The data are shown in Tables F3 and F4. A total of 579
people were counted, roughly 50 per cent of the Bikinian population at that time.
As the survey did not include those living on Majuro and Ebeye, this information
can be considered only indicative of the Bikini population as a whole.

Table 3

Age and Sex Distribution in 1983, Bikinians on Kili and Ejit I

Age No. Males % No. Females % Total No. %

- 4 65 23.5 68 22.5 133 23.0
- 9 40 14.4 44 14.6 84 14.5

10 - 14 36 13.0 25 8.3 61 10.5
15 - 19 20 7.2 34 11.3 54 9.3
20 - 24 19 6.9 29 9.6 48 8.3
25 - 29 28 10.1 22 7.3 50 8.6
30 - 34 13 4.7 15 5.0 28 4.8
35 - 44 17 6.1 19 6.3 36 6.2
45 - 54 17 6.1 20 6.6 37 6.4
5 - 59 8 2.9 8 2.6 16 2.8
60 - 64 4 1.4 7 2.3 11 1.9
65 over 10 -3.6 11 3.6 21 3.6

TOTAL 277 99.9 302 100.0 579 99.9
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B. Household Sizes

Table F4 shows the number of related people living together in a single dwelling
unit as counted in the 1983 house-to-house survey on Kiii and Ejit.

Table F4

Household Sizes, 198312

People in Household Number of Households Per Cent

1-4 12 17

5-9 37 51

10 and over 23 32

72 100

Almost a third of the households had 10 or more people living under one roof. The
standard Kili-Ejit house is small, ill-adapted for expansion and devoid of amen-
ities. Field interviews on Ejit and Kili in the summer of 1985 indicated that many
household units have 15-20 people crowded into a single dwelling. As population
grows, the already serious overcrowding problem will be exacerbated.

IV. The Bikinian Economy

Before 1946, the Bikinians met their needs through subsistence activity,
sometimes supplemented by the sale of copra and handicrafts to passing vessels.

They were a self-s--ffic-ent p- ple who depended on the outside world for
only a few of their wants. Their economy relied heavily upon fishing and the
capture of other marine fauna, supplemented by agricultural acWties that
required a minimal expenditure of time and energy. (Kiste 1974)

The Bikinians neither were, nor are, an agricultural people. They supplemented
their marine diet with coconuts, pandanas, and arrowroot which required relative-
ly little cultivation. While they lived mainly on Bikini and Eneu Islands, with a
handful of people on Nam, they gathered coconuts and pandanas from many of the
atoll's islands. The entire 50-mile lagoon was their private fishing preserve.

The Bikinians' skills as boat builders and navigators enabled them to move easily
from island to island.

Outrigger canoes played an important part in Bikini life and allowed the
people to be very mobile within the atoll . . . men devoted a considerable
amount of t' e and energy to constructing and maintaining their canoes.
(Kiste 1974P,

Displacement to Rongerik, Kwajalein and, ultimately, Kili was economically and
psychologically debilitating. Kili Island has neither lagoon nor natural harbor. Its
reef is narrow. There is no protected harbor, and currents in the open sea beyond
are extremely dangerous for several months of the year. In the early years of
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settlement, boats foundered and people drowned. There are more recent reports
of deaths due to sharks when members of a fishing party whose outboard motor
failed just beyond the reef, tried to swim to shore for help. Thus, fishing has not
been feasible as a primary activity and fish have not been a major part of the diet.

Kili, with more than three times the annual rainfall of Bikini, is a lush island and
potentially productive. The soils and rainfall favor agricultural activity, but the
Bikinians settled there were not cultivators. U.S. efforts to promote agricultural
development were somewhat successful during the 1950s, but flooding by storm-
driven tides was taken as a sign of an ill-fated effort and the community agricul-
tural project was abandoned.

Even with a guaranteed market for copra at the Tobalar plant on Majuro and a
setting conducive to coconut production, Kili Island evidenced in 1982 the lowest
per capita income from copra of any jurisdiction in the fl�arshalls except for
Kwajalein -- 1.90 compared to a national average of 47.10.

The nutrition problem was ameliorated by the U.S. agreement to provide the
peoplf of Kili and Ejit with a steady supply of canned and packaged USDA surplus
f ood 6 These shipments currently amount to an estimated annual value of
$500,000, and are considered an income substitute by U.S. authorities. The future
of these shipments under the Compact of Free Association is in question. They
will continue for five years, but after that, food imports may have to be paid for
by the Bikinians' trust funds.

Sporadic fishing on both islands supplements USDA foods to some degree. So does
gathering of coconuts, which are abundant on Kili, as well as pandanus and
breadfruit. A few pigs and chickens are raised for slaughter by individual
households. Despite an effort in 1985 to expand chicken-raising on Kili, there is
little individual or collective raising of crops or livestock on either that island or
Ejit.

A. The Trust Funds

Prior to the mid 1970s the Bikinians received nominal payments from the United
States. Monetary settlements from the United States have become significant
only after these people obtained effective representation by legal counsel.

1. Existing Funds

A total of 26.6 million in trust funds were granted by Congress to the Bikinians
between 1975 and 1982.

A 6 million trust fund was created through two ex gratia awards of 3 million
each, one in 1975 and the second in 1978. Managed by Hawaiian Trust, this fund
currently generates income at the rate of 10 per cent. The 600,000 annual reve-
nue is distributed to households on a per capita basis. Per capita shares were 468
in 1985.

In 1982, Congress funded a 20.6 million Resettlement Trust. Of this sum, 3
million was earmarked for "ex gratiall distribution to the Bikini people at the rate
of $1 million annually over the three-year period, 1982-84. This was allocated on
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a per capita basis and distributed by the Council through heads of household. In
1984, the final year of ex gratia distribution, the payments were about 770 per
capita. Thus, from 1982 through 1984, per capita distributions from the two trusts
combined amounted to 1,000-$1,200 annually. Households of 10 members or lar-
ger (one-third of the total) received direct cash payments of 12,000 or more each
year during this period. For Bikinian families, this was the first experience with
substantial amounts of disposable income.

Part of this money was spent on imported goods such as washing machines, motor
vehicles, stereo tape decks et al, for use on Kili, Majuro and Ejit. Many Bikinians
have financed their purchases with loans from the Bank of Guam in Majuro,
amortized by deductions from family accounts where trust fund disbursements are
deposited. Some Bikinians have saved their money or invested it in inventory for
retail enterprises on Kili or Majuro.

The corpus of the Resettlement Trust ($17.6 million) has been invested under Alex
Brown Sons, management, and has already grown to more than 20 million. By
1985, capital resources in the two trust funds amounted to some 26 million.

Except for the ex gratia distributions of 1982-84, Congress has stipulated that the
corpus and its income can e used only for the benefit of the Bikini people as a
whole, in resettlement-related activity within the Marshall Islands.

In 1985, Resettlement Trust Fund income of approximately 1.25 million became
available to the Council. This enabled the Council to finance capital improve-
ments now under construction on Kili and Ejit, community benefits such as medi-
cal insurance, care and supplies, salaries for teachers supplementing those
allocated by REPMAR, scholarships for students abroad and various ocial
programs, as well as the administrative costs of the Council's own operations.

The Council has borrowed 3 million from the Trust, to be repaid from funds
expected when the Compact goes into effect. Part of the money went for a 1985
per capita disbursement comparable with the annual ex gratia payments between
1982 and 1984. Another portion has been earmarked for capital facilities.

Any Council expenditure of Resettlement Trust earnings that exceeds $50,000
must be approved by the Secretary of the Interior. The Bikini Council can commit
smaller sums without such review and approval.

B. Resources Anticipated Under the Compact

Sec. 177 of the Compact provides the Bikinians with an additional 75 million
trust fund, built up thr h quarterly installments over a period of 15 years. Of
each year's $ mlionoug2. 4 million will be distributed on a per capita basis
through heads of households. The remaining 26 million must, along with
proceeds of the earlier Resettlement Trust, be invested for the benefit of the
Bikini people.

At the present rate of population growth, there will be about 1300 Bikinians in
mid-1986. If funding under the Compact begins in 1986, direct per capita distribu-
tion (combining both the new trust and the Compensa bon Trust) will amount to
approximately 2,300 per capita, a significant increase.
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Assuming an average household size of 72, this would mean an average household
income of 16,100. One-third of the households (with 10 members or more) would
be receiving cash payments of 23,000, at least. Such sums represent significant
levels of discretionary income that could improve the circumstances of the Bikini
people in the short run, depending on how it is spent or invested.

Once the Compact oes into effect, the Bikini people will need to draw on Trust
Fund resources to levelop, improve and operate their communities on Kill and
Ejit, as well as, ultimately, on Bikini itself. These resources may also be needed
to replace the grant of USDA food, currently amounting to a value of $500,000
annually. Whether future investment yields will be sufficient to meet these
requirements, especially in view of population growth, is a most critical economic
question facing the Bkinlans.

C. Other Resources, Other Services: Health, Education

For at least three-years, the Bikinians will have free medical services under a
special program instituted by Congress. The Four-Atoll health program is target-
ed for Bikinians and residents of Rongelap, Uiterik and Enewetok, all of whom
were affected by the bomb tests and all of whom have trust funds under the
Compact. The program will provide doctors' visits, hospitalization and instruction
in preventive care. The Bikinians established their own health insurance plan
before this program was instituted and hired their own doctor, a Canadian. He
will now head the Four-Atoll program. These services have been supplemented by
resident paramedic health aides (Bikinians paid by REPMAR) on Kill and Ejit.

Both Kill and Ejit have elementary schools. Although teacher salaries are funded
by the Marshallese government, the Bikinians have taken the initiative to
Supplement the resources available. They are paying, from the trust funds, for
two U.S. ex-Peace Corps teachers on Kll. These teachers give instruction in
English as well as other subjects, and have apparently had some success as role
models. Students who continue their education beyond the elementary grades go
to Majuro or the U.S., supported by trust fund scholarships.

D. Jobs

Once the Bikinians were deprived of their self-sufficient, subsistence economy,
U.S. government welfare and, more recently, direct transfer payments have
become their primary source of support.

Some Bikinians do hold paying jobs, however, on a full or part-time basis, and
several have aquired administrative and technical skills. Bikinians have busi-
nesses also, such as retail stores on Kill and Majuro, taxis and a car rental service
in Majuro. Income generated through these activities supplements the trust fund
payments for at least some families.

1. Formal Sector

A tally of jobs held by Bikinians on Kill, Ejit and Majuro is shown in Table F5.
This employment profile does not include people working on Ebeye or the outer is-
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lands. Nor does it include Bikini women who derive occasional income from
handicrafts, the minister or others who receive stipends from the church.

Most of these are government jobs. Of 114 positions, 78 or two-thirds are with
either local government (including the Bikini Council) or REPMAR. The private
sector jobs are in retail and services or construction.

Many of the jobs are temporary. The 44 in construction and land clearance on
Kili, about one- third of the total, are supported by the current capital improve-
ments program. The financing includes some "one time only" funding from the
Trust Territory and will terminate by the end of the fiscal year unless this
program is continued or expanded.

Table 5

Full or Part Time Employment Majuro/Kili/EjitI8

.Type of Job Location Number

Marshalls Government Officialsa Majuro 4

Local Government (Bikini Council Staff) Kili 19

Teachers Kili/Ejit 8-10

Health Aides Kili/Ejit 5

Policemen Kili/Ejit/Majuro I I

Taxi Drivers Maj uro 2-4

Ship Captain (REPMAR, Micro Chief) Majuro 1

Post Office Employee Maj uro I

Judge Kili I

Airline Agent Kili I

Retail Store Proprietors Majuro/Kili 4-5

Retail Store Employees Maj uro 9

Agricultural Assistants Bikini 4

Construction Workers OBC) b Kili 21

Land Clearance Workers c Kili 23

TOTAL 114-119

a. These include, in addition to the Senator, the Minister of Research and
Development, the Assistant Chief Secretary and an immigration officer.

b. IBC (International Bridge Corporation) is the works contractor on Kili.
c. The Bikini Council itself, is running the program to clear underbrush from the

coconut groves on Kili. They are paying labor 2 per hour.
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Although only temporarily employed, the construction workers on Kili and the
agricultural workers with Lawrence Livermore Laboratories on Bikini are receiv-
ing excellent training and experience in fields applicable to resettlement on the
atoll. Supervisors have praised the Bkinians' job performance and capacity to
learn.

In context of the Marshallese employment situation as a whole, the Bikinians are
not so well off. Although unemployment is serious in the Marshalls, the proportion
of Marshallese holding jobs in 1980 was larger than the proportion of Bikinians
employed today.

In 1980, there were 4108 jobs in the "money" economy for a population of 30,873,
of whom 14,654 were 15 years of age or over. This meant one job per 75 people,
or one for every 35 adults. Approximately half of the jobs were in the public
sector. The Bikinian employment of about 120 today Wili, Ejit and Majuro) repre-
sents one job for every 10 persons or one job for every five adults. Thus the Bikin-
lans, most of whose salaries and wages come from the public sector, experience
higher unemployment and underemployment than the larger Marshallese society.

Bikinians, unlike many outer island Marshallese, are no longer a subsistence people
able to garner a living from fishing and gathering. They rely, disproportionately,
upon welfare and transfer payments. This, too, is a serious issue. For if they are
to move toward self sufficiency on a resettled atoll, some concerted efforts at
economic development and job generation will be needed.

2. Handicrafts

For many Bikini women with fine weaving skills, production of the attractive Kili
bags is a source of supplementary income. This is the only handicraft in which the
people are proficient, but it is unique and outstanding.

Before 1946, Bikinians were known throughout the Marshalls for the superior
quality of their weaving (from coconut leaf fiber) as well as their boat-building.
Through one fairly successful economic development project on Kili in the early
1950s a handicraft adviser helped the women to adapt their weaving to produce a
woman's handbag in a style then fashionable. Interest in the purses continued and
sales in Hawaii and the Marshalls are reported to bring as much as $100 per bag,
but production is limited. The design has not been modified and no new products
have been introduced in 30 years. Nor has a concerted marketing effort been
made. The distinctive Kili bag does, however, represent a promising component
for any prospective economic development program.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Bikinians Today: Current Settlement Conditions

1. Kili

Kili has been the main seat of the Bikini people since 1948. Bikinians refer to it
as their "prison" island and continue -- after almost 40 years -- t regard it as a
temporary homestead.

Kili Island is about 1.1 miles long and averages about one-quarter mile in width. it
comprises 230 acres, about one-third of a square mile. It has no lagoon. This
compares with 26 islands at Bikini Atoll, a total land area of 232 square miles,
and a lagoon of over 240 square miles. Bikini Island4s 560 acres, almost twice the
size of Kili, and Eneu Island is about 304 acres.1 Thus the Bikinians' "living
space" on Kili is but a fraction of that on the atoll.

While the rainfall on Kili is three or more times that of Bikini (about 150-170
inches annually) and the soils quite good, the island has been inhospitable to the
traditional lifestyle of the Bikini people. Kiste 1974) depicted the situation as
follows.

Kili has great disadvantages. It has neither lagoon nor sheltered fishing
area, and the reef shelf offers poor feeding grounds for marine life. The
most abundant marine fauna are such deep water fish as tuna and bonito
which are found in the open ocean around the island. Kili's long axis tends
in an east-northeast to west-southwest direction, which in the absence of
d lagoon, is quite unfavorable because it runs almost parallel to the north-
east trades. No side of the island can be described as leeward, and there
is no protected anchorage for vessels which might otherwise be used for
trolling the ocean waters. The worst conditions occur from November to
late spring when the tradewinds create heavy surf which isolates Kili and
except for infrequent calm spells curtails fishing. In Japanese times,
vessels based at Jaluit Atoll thirty miles away took advantage of such
calms to make the short run to Kili to load copra and unload supplies.
Carving out an existence on Kili is made even more difficult during the
winter months en the season of minimal breadfruit yield coincides with
the rough seas."'u

In 1948, 35 houses and a church were built for the Bikini population. By the
summer of 1985 there were 85 dwelling units in the main village, some half-dozen
in a satellite settlement called Chinatown, a variety of public and community
facilities, and a runway able to accommodate the 48-passenger turbo-prop of the
Marshall Island Air Service.

The most striking aspect of the Kili settlement is its concentrated village
character, greatly contrasting with the low density, spread-out pattern on Bikini
before displacement. The village is tightly crammed (figures and photos) on about
10 acres of the northern shore. Dwelling unit densities within the village range
from a low of 44.5 units/acre at the west to a high of 13/acre in the center.
Since many households have 10 or more members, the latter is comparable with
population densities on Ebeye.
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Several historical factors help explain this uncomfortable situation.

Americans designed the original settlement.

The Kili village layout was apparently designed by U.S. officials responsible for
resettlement and imposed on the Bikinians.

A redistribution of power, influence, and privilege that was to occur in the
community was foreshadowed as the islanders settled into their new homes.
The Americans provided the settlement plan, as they had at Rongerik. (Kiste
1974)21

The Bikinians accepted the plan because they feared the unknown.

Kill was strange and inhospitable territory from the outset. The Bikinians had
neither traditional land rights there, nor protection of the good demon who had
looked after them on the atoll. (Despite the Bikinians' Christianity, their cultural
tradition still recognizes spirits who may be good or bad.) The people clustered
together for mutual security.

The land allocation established for Kili reinforced concentration in the village
even while population grew.

According to Kiste 1974), the village was declared communal land by the Council,
while the 19 households or "barnfill d the church were allocated land rights to
watos on the remainder of the island.5�

The settlement was ternpoL�rL.

Since 1948, Bikinians have considered Kili only a temporary haven until their
return. They were prepared to accept the village settlement as a way station.
Thirty years later they were prepared to a55ept minimal replacement dwellings
because these also were not intended to last.

The Bikini Council has not wanted to improve conditions lest the U.S. regard such
improvements as an acceptance of permanence. (The present CIP has been
launched because conditions grew so bad that relief was imperative once resources
became available. The Council is still reluctant, however, to redevelop the
houses.)

Both the Bikinians and the U.S. have considered Kili residence so transitory that
no map exists to give accurate topography of the island or locations of buildings.
Figure is a sketch, based on the Rivkin team field notes during its July visit. It
has been reviewed with the Council and is the only map of the settlement.
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A. Characteristics of the Kili Settlement

1. Facilities

In addition to the 90-odd dwelling units Kili has the following facilities.

The church, minister's house and lands
Council headquarters,
school,
dispensary,
guest house for visitors,
warehouses and storage sheds,
cemetery,
airstrip,
playing field,
boat sheds,
oil and gas storage facilities

The main street of the villa e is a crowded, bustling place. Several of the houses
fronting the street include �Or have been converted to) retail shops, a restaurant
and pool halls. In the evening videos are set up at one or two of these where
people gather to watch taped movies. Harsh though conditions are, there is a
genuine feeling of "community" about the village center.

In Chinatown, about one-quarter mile north of the settlement, there are a half-
dozen dwellings. A chicken house and a house for an agricultural adviser were
added in 1985 by Holmes Narver as its base camp. Chinatown also has the base
camp for IBC, the contractor working on the capital improvement program.

Despite Kili's small size it has several cars and pick-up trucks owned by indiv-
iduals or the Council. Driving around the island and the air strip is a form of
recreation.

2. Housing

The houses on Kili and Ejit are of the same basic type and age. The houses on Ejit
were put up approximately eight years ago for families who returned from the
aborted resettlement attempt on Bikini Atoll. Those on Kili were built to replace
the dwellings built when the Bikinians first settled there.

It was very easy to conclude that these units should not be a model for resettle-
ment planning on the atoll. Indeed, if Bikinians are to remain for any length of
time on either Kili or Ejit, the existing dwellings need modification and repair or
replacement. The houses function poorly and many are deteriorated.

The houses are all built on the same rectangular plan of roughly 700 square feet
divided into three enclosed rooms and a porch. (See Figure F8 and photographs.)
All are built of plywood. Most evidence rot. Wooden floors are raised about a
foot off the ground on masonry blocks to deter insects. Roofs are corrugated
metal. Hinged plywood flaps near the bottom of exterior walls are raised and
propped open with sticks to expose screened openings which ventilate the room
inside. These "windows" are so placed that occupants must choose between fresh
air and privacy. There are no hot air exhaust vents near the roof and no cross
ventilation.
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Some families have closed in one or both ends of the porch with plywood to create
storage space or additional sleeping rooms. This has been done at the price of
blocking the breezes that would otherwise make the porch more comfortable. The
dwellings are further individualized by surface painting - often two or three
different, bright hues on a single unit.

Interiors are virtually devoid of furniture. Sleeping mats that cover most of the
floor area at night are folded away to permit other family uses of the space during
the day. Occupancy in most units is at least 10, and sometimes as many as 20
people. Questioned about their preferences for accommodating the members of
their current households, most people interviewed favored a larger number of
units with 6 to occupants each over bigger units - i.e. with more rooms.

Cooking is done outdoors on small kerosene-fueled camp stoves, either entirely in
the open or in a sort of open-sided cookshed that may be shared by related house-
holds. Large, extended family groups may eat together outdoors, seated in some
cases on benches built around the perimeter of an outdoor adjoining the house.

Laundry is done outdoors also, either in a basin on the ground or in the occasional
washing machine that can be seen standing on a porch. Weaving, children's play,
family visiting and games such as bingo also occur in these yards, which are
generally spread with stones and coral shards. Some households have extended
roofing material over the yard area, creating a stronger connection with the house
and sheltering the various outdoor family activities as well as a pick-up truck
f rom sun and rain.

Small structures for the recently-installed generators stand in many of the side or
rear yards, one for about each three dwellings. They are very close to the houses
-- in some cases directly outside the window flaps. At times the high-pitched
drone and vibrations of the generators feel like a tangible presence within the
house itself.

Until recently, there have been no sanitation facilities save a few scattered
"benjos". (The Bikinians withdraw to the reef to relieve themselves.) Now the
Council's CIP is in process of building next to each Kili house -- though none on
EjIt -- an outside shower/latrine.

These facilities will be drained by septic tanks, approximately one tank (81811 x 5811
x 53") for each group of three. Some of the shower/latrine structures are, like
the generators, located just outside ventilation openings of an adjacent house and,
in at least one case, fewer than five feet away.

In general, the yards and paths are tidy and free of trash. Oil drums for the
deposit of domestic solid waste are distributed through the community near the
roadway. The Bikini Council pays the CIP contractor to collect the garbage and
truck it to a dump near the reef on the opposite side of the island from the
settlement.

Rainwater runoff from the corrugated aluminum roofs is caught in cisterns. Most
units have a cylindrical storage tank reported to hold a week's supply in the dry
season when the reservoir is not replenished. There are, however, some larger,
concrete block cisterns said to supply the occupants of a group of three to five
houses sufficient water for a month.
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The over all effect of this collection of structures is relieved in only a few places
by ornamental planting Some households have a pig pen or chicken enclosure in
an adjacent yard. In few cases common garden plots planted with bananas,
breadfruit, potatoes and pandanas are shared by the residents of a group of five to
six houses. Owners complained, however, about low productivity, storm and
flooding damage to their gardens, insect blight in the pandanas and diseases
afflicting the chickens.

in interviews during the July field trip to Kili and Ejit, numerous residents said
they were highly dissatisfied with their living quarters. Overcrowding, oppressive
heat, insubstantial and easily damaged thin-gauge roofing material, insufficient
storage capacity for household water supply during dry season, lack of furniture,
inadequate facilities for storage of possessions and foodstuffs, mildew, rot and
prevalence of rats were virtually universal complaints.

At least a half dozen Kili houses are vacant and boarded up, even while others are
so crowded that people must sleep like sardines in a tin. The vacant units belong
to people who have moved, permanently or temporarily, to Majuro. Unless close
relatives want to occupy them, the dwellings are kept empty rather than be made
available to ease Overcrowding.

3. Outside the Settlement

Unpleasant though life inside the dwellings may be, the remainder of Kili Island is
accessible to people and provides some variety in their environment. The lush
landscape serves important psychological and social functions. It provides private
space where individuals can wander, to escape the close confinement of their
housing and constant surveillance of families and others. Coconuts can be
gathered, along with pandanas and breadfruit to supplement the USDA food.
Woods and reef afford privacy for personal functions and some relief from the
pressure and tension of dense living. Though tiny, Kili has a ring road around
which people ride, piled in the back of pick-up trucks, for diversion. The old taro
patch, frustrating to the Bikinians in its demand for constant cultivation, has been
filled in and transformed into a playing field. The American teachers have organ-
ized sports and regular exercise classes there (separately for men and women) that
are apparently well-attended.

B. Issues with the CIP

The Council's ongoing capital program has brought some improvement to condi-
tions on Kili (power, street lighting, sanitation, renovation of the church, a new
Council building, etc.) and has provided opportunity for jobs training and skill
development. At the same time, however, flaws in the CIP design and execution
have brought new problems to the people. We cite these problems, not to criti-
cize, but to underscore the necessity of careful, advance planning of details and
working with the Bikinians to monitor execution once a resettlement program
begins.

The serious noise pollution of the unmuffled power houses that pervades the
village is one problem. Siting of the latrines is another, with the probability that
odors will be carried directly into the dwellings.
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In the church renovation there was insufficient attention to ventilation and to
minimizing effect of the sun on the large roof area. The roofing material is dark
and heat-absorbing, rather than a light and reflective surface. The sole ven-
tilation for the church consists of windows placed at eye height. There are no
openings to exhaust the heat that rises. Ceiling fans merely circulate hot air that
collects under the roof. As a result, conditions inside the newly refurbished
facility are stifling -- especially given the frequency of its use and capacity
attendance. Many congregants resort to makeshift fans.

During this past summer 200,000 of Trust Territory funds were spent to build and
equip a chicken house and quarters in Chinatown for a resident agricultural
adviser, to start a test planting area and to import chickens as the basis for
improved poultry raising. Almost all the chickens brought in were baby broilers
(not layers) who could not (or were not permitted to) reproduce. These have, at
this writing, now matured and almost all have been eaten. There are no funds for
a resident agriculturalist to work with the people, and the house is empty. The
remaining 64,000 from the TT appropriation is being used by the Council to hire
23 men to clear underbrush from the coconut groves. These funds will provide
some 35 weeks of compensated work for the crew. What will happen when the
funds are exhausted, and how the coconut groves and other agricultural areas will
be restored, have not been determined.

II. L!!

Ejit is a tiny island of I .1 acres in Majuro Atoll, about one-quarter mile from the
north end of the urbanized area of Majuro Town. At low tide it is possible to walk
to Ejit, but small aluminum boats are the main means of transport.

There are no official maps for Ejit either. Our sketch map for the settlement has,
however, been checked with Bikinian representatives.

Approximately 200 people live on Ejit, mostly 1978 evacuees from Bikini and their
relatives. Ejit Island has 19 dwelling units (including the only two-story Bikinian
house), a combination church/school and dispensary and a volleyball court. (See
photographs.) Ejit is strictly a residential area with some garden plots There are
no stores or other economic activities on the island, and no roads or vehicles.

The houses are identical to those on Kili and overcrowded also. A saving feature
of the Ejit settlement is that the houses are spaced more widely than on Kili.
Indeed, given the substantial green area planted in coconuts, and the immediate
accessibility of the Majuro lagoon for fishing, Ejit may be more livable.

The Council has planned a capital improvement program for Ejit which includes
extension of the Majuro power line to the island, construction of latrine/shower
houses for the dwellings as on Kili, and renovation of the church/school. The
latter was completed during this past summer, but a freeze has been put on every-
thing else. For the Bikini people's tenure on Ejit is in jeopardy, and Ejit residents
are deeply concerned about security of their tenure.

When the evacuees from Bikini were resettled in 1978, unoccupied Ejit was avail-
able as a temporary expedient. The island had been an agricultural station of the
Trust Territory government. The Bikinians were apparently led to believe they
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could live there as long as they needed-- and that ultimately Ejit, as well as Kili,
would become Bikinian property even after resettlement on the atoll. We learned
of no individual household land allocations or wato divisions on Ejit. The island is
regarded as "communal" Bikinian property.

Within the last year, however, the Nitejela passed legislation requesting the
cabinet to return Ejit to its lawful owners. No claimants have yet come forward,
and no eviction notices have been served. While the Bikinian officials are trying
to have the legislation changed, the residents of Ejit are extremely fearful of
displacement. These fears have been a principal cause of the Council's strong
interest in obtaining property on Maui and resettling some people there until the
atoll becomes safe again. (See Chapter Four.)

During interviews on Ejit, where the same dissatisfactions with housing were
expressed as on Kili, people repeatedly raised questions about where they could
go. Sanitation and power supply remain unimproved, awaiting resolution of the
matter. Under provisions of the Compact, the U.S. will negotiate with REPMAR
to maintain the Kili settlement until Bikini Atoll is made habitable.

111. Majuro

We have no clear information about settlement conditions on Majuro, where the
Bikini people appear to be integrated within the urban community.

Some observations can be made, however. Many of the 400 Bikinians have come
to Majuro for schooling, for hospitalization and health care. Somehow, they have
found accommodations, through rental or living with relatives, in Majuro neighbor-
hoods. The Bikinians have no traditional land rights on the island. We may assume
housing is crowded, but Majuro does have sustained electric power, sewage dis-
posal, paved roads, supermarkets, telephones, etc. In these respects, living
conditions are better there than on Kili or Ejit.

Many of the Bikinians employed in government jobs and retail operations live in
Majuro. It is Majuro where the largest concentration of Bikini capital may e
found and - for some Bikinians -- comparatively good housing. Bikinians have
invested in vehicles and businesses in Majuro a retail store, a car-rental enter-
prise and taxicabs.

There is at least one concentration of Bikini households on the island, a cluster of
about a half-dozen well-built masonry structures at the North end of t7wn.
Apparently an informal lease arrangement has been made with a Marshallese Alab
to permit use of the land for $100 per month. Tenure is sufficiently secure that
the Bikinians have invested substantially in the dwellings. These houses are
modern and have more substantial amenities, such as kitchens with modern
appliances, than any on Kili or Ejit.

Bikinians have also amassed sufficient capital to commission construction of a
four-unit apartment house adjoining the IBC camp near the airport. Bikinians
assert that there is no Bikinian "elite", yet evidence of some economic differen-
tiation or stratification has begun to appear. There are signs of economic success
among at least a few members of the community. Some Bikini leaders have homes
on both Majuro and Kili or Ejit. Majuro, as the seat of Marshallese government,
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will become increasingly important to the Bikinians when the Compact is imple-
mented. Intergovernmental relations with REPMAR can be expected to increase
as direct contacts with the U.S. diminish. Majuro also is, and will be, the location
of principal services and the chief retail center of the Republic.

For all these reasons the conclusion is clear that - "temporary" though settlement
on Kili and Ejit may be -- a Bikinian community on Majuro is permanent. How
large that community may become and how assimilated within the capital city,
will to a great extent depend on when resettlement on Bikini Atoll can occur.
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CHAPTER THREE

The Future: Population and Location

1. Population Growth

The Bikini people will probably double by the end of this century. Even if the rate
slows to that of the Marshallese as a whole, total Bikinian population will be
almost twice the number in the year 2000 as today. If the current rate of
intermarriage continues, moreover, the total may be higher still.

Table F6 below displays population estimates by five year periods using three
dif f erent assumptions.

Table 6

Estimated Bikinlan Population Growth 1985-2000
(rounded7-

Low Middle hi&h

1985 1,247 1,247 1,247

1990 1,510 1,570 1,640

1995 1,830 11970 2�150

2000 2,210 2,500 2,800

Low: At average annual current growth rate of the Marshallese population,
3.9%.

Middle: At average annual rate of natural increase of the Bikinian population
1982 85 47%.

High: At average annual rate of natural increase plus intermarriage of the
Bikinian population 1982-85 56%.

For present planning purposes, the medium level figures are used, implying the
assumptions that the recent rate of intermarriage will continue and that family
planning efforts will succeed in modulating birth rates.

II. Implications for Relocation

This level of population growth has profound implications for resettlement under
the different cleanup methods BARC is studying. Various scenarios can be
considered.

If resettlement at Bikini Atoll can safely take place within the next five years,
one might assume the majority of Bikinians will return to Bikini. A small
settlement would remain on Kili -- smaller perhaps than the current 550. The
Majuro in-migration would continue at a modest level and Ejit would no longer be
a Bikini settlement. A scattering of Bikinians would remain on Ebeye and
elsewhere in the Marshalls. The number of students in the U.S. might increase
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with growth in that age group and trust fund support. An indeterminate number of
adults might -- under the Compact's immigration provisions -- try living in Hawaii
or the mainland.

Even under the least drastic of BARCIs decontamination alternatives and
expeditious Congressional appropriations, the lead time necessary for planning,
designing and mobilizing construction would probably mean it would be at least
five years before a major relocation to Bikini could occur.

The most optimistic prospect is for an advance party, comprised mainly of
physical cleanup workers, to establish a preliminary settlement on Eneu during
this period. If the most drastic of BARCIs alternatives -- removal of all
vegetation and scraping of 30 cm or more of Bikini Island's topsoil - is selected by
Congress and funded, it is unlikely that more could be accomplished than the
cleanup project alone by 1990.

To resettle a sizable number of people on a scraped island before it is revegetated
would do them no service. In rain-poor Bikini the land would be like a desert, in
no way resembling the verdant image most Bikinians have of their homeland, or
even the dense scrub growth conditions that Council members who visit the atoll
see today. Wooded Kili would still be a more conducive setting for a community
despite that island's privations.

FkARC1s research on Bikini Island involves experiments with a wide variety of land
treatment and cultivation methods on several test plots. Where the land has been
scraped, the most successful revegetation trials (coconuts, pandanus, ornamentals,
etc.) result from both fertilization and irrigation with desalinized water. Ground
cover also has been planted. After nine months, growth on these carefully
attended, irrigated and fertilized test plots is striking. There are trees six to ten
feet high. But the total area so treated is less than a hectare, the ground cover is
minimal and there is no natural shade. It remains to be envisioned how an entire
island of over 500 acres might look if treated in this manner and the costs are yet
to be estimated for such sustained irrigation and fertilization as might be
necessary and for how long following the land scraping process. BARC will
ultimately make these analyses.

Critical questions the investigation have not yet been posed by BARC to the
Bikinians, however. "What type of vegetation and how much vegetation would the
Bikinians require before they re-establish a settlement on the island after-.the
scraping"? The answers may determine the level of effort and funding needed for
revegetation under the scraping alternative and an idea of the time needed to
restore the island to a habitable condition. Occupancy of a new community, it
might be assumed, would be timed to coincide with the achievement of such a
level of habitability as is deemed acceptable to the Bikinlans.

Based on evidence to date, it does not appear to us that an acceptable or tolerable
level of revegetation is likely to occur within a year of a scraping operation, and
certainly not by 1990.

While BARCIs analysis of scraping and its impacts is quite advanced, less is yet
known about either the length of time required to achieve a safe, habitable
environment on Bikini or potential living conditions on the island if restored under
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other cleanup alternatives less drastic than complete scraping. Even with these
other options, a 1990 resettlement date seems overly optimistic.

What, then, would be the relocation implications of a scenario based on more
conservative assumptions about restoration of the physical character of the
island? The assumptions in this case, are that Congress chooses some combination
of chemical and mechanical measures as the result of BARCIs investigations, but
that the cleanup and a vegetative restoration program would take until the end of
the century. In this scenario, other than an advance party on Eneu, substantial
numbers of Bikinians will not resettle at Bikini Atoll before year 2000. By then
the Bkinian population will have doubled.

Under the worst-case we must also assume that the geographical distribution of
Bikini population will undergo major changes before resettlement at the atoll can
occur. These changes will necessitate significant action if cohesiveness among
the Bikini people is to be maintained and if the quality of their living environment
is not to deteriorate further. Such changes and their implications could include
the following.

1. The Kili population will increase to as much as double its present size.
Residential conditions for people on Kill are even now becoming intolerable.
Absorption of additional population would necessitate redevelopment of the
Kili community, replacement of all or most of the existing dwellings, changes
in the land allocation pattern to accommodate new households and expansion
to other sections of the island -- i.e. significant capital project expenditures
to make this "temporary" community habitable. More extensive and
successful agricultural development efforts than any the U.S. has yet
sponsored would also be needed to supplement imported food.

2. An inevitable clash will occur between the Bikini people and REPMAR over
tenure in Ejit once independence is attained under the Compact. Hostility to
continued use of Ejit will lead to strengthened efforts to force the Bikinians'
evacuation. In the unlikely event that Bikinians stay on Ejit and the
population grows, significant capital improvements to make that island ha-
bitable -- including replacement of housing -- will also be in order.

3. Drift to Majuro will continue and possibly increase. Should the Bikini
population on Majuro double (which is quite likely given the desire among
young people to seek a better life) housing accommodation and jobs will
become issues if the Bikinians must compete with other Marshallese. On the
other hand, some Bikinians would continue to enjoy economic success on Ma-
juro, especially as new levels of trust fund disbursements become available
for capital investments. It is doubtful that Bikinian population on Ebeye
(where the U.S. is attempting to cut off further immigration by other
islanders) or on the outer islands will increase significantly.

4. Bikinians who go to the U.S. for schooling will, if they do acquire skills, be
increasingly unlikely to return to the Marshalls.

5. A new phenomenon of drift to Hawaii and the U.S. mainland will appear.
Under the Compact of Free Association, current restrictions on Micronesian
residence will be removed. Lacking a "homeland" and provided with trust
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fund payments as a hedge against welfare status, some Bikinians -- perhaps
many - will look to the U.S. for migration opportunities and may not return.

Given these prospects, it is extremely difficult to estimate how many Bikinians
would settle on the atoll beginning in the year 2000 and which communities they
would leave. Half the year 2000 Bikinian population are yet to be born. The
younger people will have far more tenuous ties with the homeland than the
Bikinian community today. To the Bikinians, envisioning a Bikini Community on
their own atoll in the year 2000 seems about as far away in the indeterminate
future as the 80 years of half-life remaining before the radiation on Bikini Island
diminishes to safe levels naturally.

Therefore, for planning purposes, we propose a scenario in which substantial
community development on the atoll is realistic and possible some time in the
period between and 15 years from now. It assumes that some preferred method
of physical restoration evolving from the BARC studies and accepted by Congress,
will permit both restoration and revegetation of Bikini Island as the community
center well before the turn of the century, though not within the short-term
future.

To postulate medium-term relocation as the most reasonable target is not,
however, to obviate the need to relieve the increasingly intolerable living
conditions the Bikinians face in the short-term.

Ill. Seeking Other Sites

The Bikini Council and its advisers have been astute enough to recognize that
restoration of the atoll is not imminent, and to seek other ways of relieving
population pressure on present community sites. For this reason, they have
conducted their own investigation of other locations where some Bikinians could
go, temporarily or even permanently, until the atoll is ready. The United States
has sanctioned these investigations of sites in the Marshalls and the FSM
(Federated States of Micronesia), of Palmyra Atoll and the State of Hawaii. The
concept is to find a suitable location, whose mobilization can be financed by the
Resettlement Trust Fund rather than any new specially-earmarked Congressional
appropriations.

Hawaii appeared to be the most promising location, specifically the Island of
Maui. When the Bikini people presented a aui proposal to the U.S. in 1984,
Congressman Yates' Committee requested that the Department of the Interior,
which has oversight of trust fund expenditures over $50,000, review the
situation. This review was completed in April 1985 and a report written by Larry
Morgan of the Department of Interior (DOI) was presented to Congressman Yates'
Committee.24 Although that Maui proposal proved infeasible, Morgan's report
concluded that DOI would not object, in principle, to the use of trust funds for
relocation outside the Marshalls. A feasible proposal would be required, however,
and Congress would have to change existing legislation to permit such expendi-
tures outside the Marshalls.

The Maui proposal involved purchase by the trust fund of a 280-acre farm. How
many people would be settled on that farm, and what they would do with the
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property, was never clearly spelled out. Residents of the small Waiheve com-
munity nearby vigorously objected to the idea. Although the Governor and other
State officials indicated that Bikinians would be welcome if they abided by local
laws and avoided becoming a welfare burden (Morgan 1985), the idea was dropped.

A second Maui prospect has emerged, however, for a limited group of 10-20
households -- perhaps as many as 100 people. This involves purchase of some
existing moderate price apartments (about 30,000 in the Harbor Lights complex
adjoining Maui Community College and the central business area of Kahului. The
garden complex has about 400 units occupied by moderate income families of
many races. Jobs are apparently available for cleaning and maintenance workers
in the island's resort industry and, unlike Waihele, Kahului has excess school
capacity available.

A selective migration of Bikinians committed to learning English and bettering
their economic circumstances through employment might be made to succeed.
The trust fund disbursements would provide the Bikinians enough financial support
to keep them above a welfare level even if their employment is intermittent at
first and at minimum wages. The vocational college might be enlisted to provide
job training. Area social service agencies have expressed willingness to assist
integration of the Bikinians within the community. The entire process would,
however, need to be carefully planned and monitored. A selective migration to
Maui could provide a purposeful life for several families, a good education for
their children and opportunity to produce a cadre of skilled people, some of whom
might return to Bikini when full scale resettlement occurs.

There are numerous precedents -- the overseas Chinese who came to work on the
railroads in the western U.S. at the end of the 19th century, the first wave of
Turkish guest-workers in Germany during the 1960s, the Pakistani laborers in
Saudi Arabia today. These examples have meant some relief from population
pressure at home, financial support from abroad for relatives who stay behind and
establishment in the host country of a community support structure that can
receive and integrate migrants or guest workers who follow. Distinct from these
other examples, the Bikinians have the advantage of trust fund resources which
can facilitate their migration and ease their adjustment somewhat.

The Kahului, Maui, prospect or one like it is preferable to the aimless drift to the
U.S. that might well occur with a long delay before resettlement of the atoll.

IV. A Population/Location Scenario for Planning

Table F7 below shows estimates, for preliminary planning purposes, of the number
of Bikinians likely to be living in various locations between 1985 and the year
2000. The figures are based on the assumptions that funding for restoration of the
atoll will be approved by Congress within the next five years, that an advance
party of workers (some with families) is established on the atoll by 990 and that
complete restoration of a Bikini community can occur by the year 2000. There is
an additional assumption that some contingent of the Bikinian people will mobilize
a migration to Maui or some alternative U.S. location between now and 1990.
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Table 7

Locations for the Bikini PoRulation, 1985-2000
(rounded)
1985* 1990 1995 2000

Kili 550 TO _0 _�_0_0 400
Ejit 200 70 - -
Maj uro 400 550 600 600
Bikini/Eneu - 150 650 1,100
Maui - 100 150 200
Ebeye/Other 100 150 100 100
Students Overseas 20 50 70 100

1,270 1,570 1,970 2,500

mid year

Although BARC has no formal responsibility for any locations other than Bikini
Atoll, conditions affecting other locations must be of concern to the United States
as the protector of the ikini people. The population distribution scenario
suggested above is, therefore, predicated on the following conditions and actions.

1. Kili

Kili will remain a home for some Bkinians who have established roots there. By
thinning out the Kili population, a better balance may be achieved between
resources and people on that island. The assumptions are that population will fall
to about 500 by 1990, and will stabilize around 400 during the decade of the
1990s. With a reduced population, many existing houses can be razed and replaced
by more suitable, permanent dwelling units. Community sanitation and facilities
would be even further improved through an expanded infrastructure program.
Revived agricultural development efforts would be directed toward improving
coconut yields, domestic crops and livestock-raising as supplements for imported
foods. Bikini Council members have indicated that improvement of Kili should be
financed through trust funds rather than new Congressional appropriations. Cal-
culations of the costs of such improvements and the requirements for continuing
community maintenance should be calculated in subsequent stages of planning.

2. Lii

Ejit will cease to be a Bikini residence. A first wave of emigration might occur
soon if Maui is mobilized, but Ejit would be vacated entirely after 1990.

3. Majuro

Majuro will also be a permanent location for some Bikini people. In-migration
from Kili and Ejit will continue; but with reasonable prospects for resettlement at
Bikini Atoll, the settlement at Majuro will stabilize at about 600 people. While
integration into the larger Marshallese society may be relatively simple, the
Council will need to monitor, and perhaps assist, acquisition of jobs and housing.
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4. Bikini/Eneu

Resettlement will begin with an advance party of workers and dependents by
1990. By the end of the decade a population of about 1000-1,250 would constitute
a permanent settlement on the two islands.

5. Maui or Some Alternative Location

After a detailed feasibility study and careful planning for education, jobs and
integration, 10-20 households (up to 100 people) would be settled on Maui or some
alternative location between 1986 and 1990. Trust funds would finance the migra-
tion. This community would grow modestly, to about 200 by the beginning of the
century. Some members might return with skills to Bikini.

6. Ebeye and Other

The number of Bikinians elsewhere in the Marshalls might increase before
resettlement begins, but this group would ultimately stabilize at about 100 people.

7. Students

As the student population grows, many more will choose for a U.S. education,
particularly at the college level. Trust funds will pay for their support. These
young people could represent a pool of skills to be tapped when settlement
ultimately occurs on Bikini, depending on the opportunities open to them.

Bikini Council members have indicated some concern over the effects this
population dispersion scenario might have on community cohesion. To acknow-
ledge the geographical dispersion of their people that has already occurred, and
officially to support the settlement of Bikinians in multiple locations would
represent a departure from the Council's position on holding the community
together. They agreed to accept the scenario for planning purposes, but to
deliberate further on its implications.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Prospects for the Bikini Economy

The 167 Bikinians evacuated in 1946 had supported themselves through subsistence
activities, supplemented by occasional cash sales of copra and handicrafts. If the
United States resettles 1,000 or more people on the same atoll by the year 2000 it
is inconceivable to expect that they will return to a subsistence economy or that
trust fund disbursements alone will provide them with adequate -- or meaningful
-- livelihood.

Economic development presents formidable problems. The Bikini people have
little training or experience in a monetary economy, and questions can be raised
about their motivation to participate as producers within a monetary system.
Nonetheless, four important factors offer some basis for creating economic
opportunities for the Bikini people. These are:

1. natural resources of the atoll which may be exploitable,

2. cleanup of the atoll which will likely be funded by the United States,

3. availability of trust funds, a portion of which could be directly invested in

activities that generate jobs for the Bikini people, and

4. evidence that some Bi�inians now engage in business and provide services,
exemplifying commitment to work which can be built upon in the future.

I. Water and Land Resources of the Atoll

Bikini Atoll's water and land resources offer possibilities for economic
exploitation.

A. Water

Traditionally Bikini's lagoon and reef were excellent fishing grounds (Weisgall
1985)25. BARC's scientists are making an inventory of the current fish population
and may e expected to evaluate the food supply prospects. One of these sci-
entists observed that fish stocks are particularly abundant because the atoll has
been uninhabited for so long. During recent visits to Bikini atoll, Bikinian
Councillors have caught large numbers of both fish and lobster. As one puf it,
"Fish is money. For every fish we catch, there is that much less money we have
to spend for food." Fishing is certainly one important subsistence activity that
can be revived, assuming that a large resident population will not reduce the
stocks unduly.

Whether native fish and other seafood could form the basis of a commercial ven-
ture is another question, however. Bikinians, among other Marshallese, do not
have a tradition of commercial fishing. Fishing rights outside lagoons and reefs
are commonly sold by REPMAR to other nations. The demand for reef-caught
lobster appears to be strong, however, in both Majuro and Hawaii. If resources are
sufficient, some commercial lobstering and air shipment from Eneu can be
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investigated. Again, we look to BARC's studies for information on whether the
stocks themselves are adequate for more than subsistence exploitation. A current
REPMAR effort to develop commercial fishing on the outer islands might provide
capital facilities to support a fishing enterprise on Bikini.

Some economic potential may lie in raising the giant clam or tridacna, for which
there appears to be a strong market throughout the Far East.

The biological characteristics of giant clams make them extremely
attractive candidates for commercial mariculture. Tridacnids grow faster
and reach larger sizes than any other bivalve mollusc. Their nutrition is
derived almost entirely from microscopic, living plant cells which take up
residence in the young clams and remain there for life. The clams are
literally "solar powered," and unlike any other farm animal, require no
supplemental feeding 26

According to Heslinga and Perron, the principal researchers in the field, the
adductor muscle of the giant clam is highly prized in Hong Kong, Tokyo, Singapore
and Taiwan., where it retails at 40-$65 per pound. Current imports are well
below demand because stocks throughout the Pacific have been depleted. The
meat of giant clams can be eaten by humans or processed into fish food, and the
shells are much in demand as decorative items. This past Christmas season, for
example, one half of a tridacna shell was priced at 74 in a Bethesda, Maryland
gift shop.

During the past several years, successful experiments at raising ridacna from
seed have been conducted in Palau, which now exports juveniles to farmers in
several Pacific island nations (including one in Majuro) and Hawaii.

Certain aspects of tridacna mariculture are particularly relevant to a commercial
venture on Bikini: It takes five years for the animal to mature to commercial size
(+ 250 mm), but the species continues to grow and can be harvested profitably
beyond that time. If seed is started in trays or in ponds when the animals are two
years old they can withstand almost all predators. If transplanted at that time to
an underwater "farm" the survival rate to maturity is 90 per cent. The animals
require no feeding and practically no interim care.

BARC scientists have mapped locations where giant clams grow naturally and,
indeed, some stocks have recently been taken illegally by foreign fishermen.
REPMAR's fisheries advisor, Robert Carpenter, has agreed to examine the atoll
for potential giant clam sites as part of his ongoing fisheries development work in
the Marshalls.

If tridacna-growing is economically feasible, the lead time from seeding to har-
vest may be particularly advantageous for Bikini. A two year old tridacna crop
could be set out early in the process of atoll cleanup, and subsequent annual
planting scheduled to permit rotation. Whatever maintenance is needed could be
provided by workers attached to the cleanup operations. An initial harvest could
take place quite shortly after the Bikini people arrive.

In his feasibility investigations, Mr. Carpenter will also examine the prospects for
seeding the Bikini Atoll's waters with trochus, another valuable crustacean whose
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shell is widely used in button-making. Japan is a large market, and a trochus
processing plant is proposed for button-making in Majuro under the REPMAR
Development Plan.

B. The Land

Bikini's variable and generally low annual rainfall 36 to 72 inches)27 and poor
groundwater resource make cultivation difficult, even if the Bikinians were a
cultivator people. BARC is, however, investigating techniques to make the island
safe for both coconut production and food crops.

Coconuts are a staple of the Bikini diet, and a critical supplement for imported
food and drinking water as well. The fronds provide material for handicrafts.
Planting or replanting in coconuts will permit the Bikinians, if th�j wish, to
engage in copra production. The shells can be processed into charcoal.

We assume, also, that efforts will be made to establish vegetable gardens and the
raising of pigs and chickens to substitute as much local production as possible for
imported foods. These are largely subsistence activities however.

One plant that may lend itself to commercial production on Bikini Island, Eneu and
others in the atoll is the kono tree, Cordia Subcordata.

Kono: This beautiful and valuable red wood, which is being planted today in
experimental plots at Bikini, was a fine hardwood, which served as excellent
building material for canoe hulls, braces, bow and stern pieces and paddles.
Kono is the finest wood grown in the Marshall Islands, and Bikin�Pd more
abundant stands than any other Marshallese Atoll. (Weisgall 1985)

According to Dr. Raymond Fosberg, botanical consultant to BARC, Bikini Island
has specimens of kono today. To Dr. Fosberg's knowledge, the tree has never been
formally cultivated anywhere in its Pacific habitat, but could conceivably be
planted and raised as part of a program to revegetate the atoll.30 With increasing
popularity of both wood handcrafts and wood furniture throughout the developed
world, kono might become a "unique" resource for Bikini Atoll to offer. It is also
conceivable that kono, which requires little care beyond routine pruning, might
represent a higher value end product than copra or other coconut plantation by-
products.

At this writing, little is known about potential markets for kono wood or the time
required for these trees to reach the maturity necessary for prime commercial
value. In nine months, however, saplings grown on Bikini test plots by
already to 10 feet high. In our opinion, the prospect is sufficient'
merit a feasibility analysis in subsequent stages of the planning process.

C. A Resource Development Plan - BARC's Role

The prospects for natural resources development merit early feasibility analysis
(including examination of technical aspects, potential markets and cost-revenue
relationships) so that any positive conclusions can be reflected in the cleanup
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program. We believe that sponsorship of such analyses is appropriately within
BARC's mandate. These studies should, moreover, be undertaken in context of
broader resource development planning for the atoll rather than as isolated
investigations.

The reason for such a broader planning activity is quite straightforward. Restor-
ation of productive vegetation on Bikini Island will be necessary - to a greater or
lesser extent - whichever combination of cleanup measures currently under inves-
tigation is applied. BARCIs current test plot agricultural experiments are
directed toward determining what planting pattern should be recommended. The
preferred alternatives will need to be "scaled up" for a planting plan so that costs
can be evaluated, factored into a budget report to Congress, and restoration work
programmed to take place in conjunction with the cleanup. Such planning is
essential to determine water needs during the cleanup period and afterward. It is
also necessary to determine any requirements for grading that should be done
before earth-moving equipment brought in for the cleanup effort is removed from
the atoll.

Little additional effort would be needed to assess other natural materials which
might be added to or substituted for more conventional plantings such as coconuts,
vegetables, etc. While giant clams are water-based, their cultivation could have
as much significance to the future of the Bikini people as coconuts, kono wood and
other land-based products, and thus they merit analysis as well.

A resource development plan is a desirable complement to the physical plan for
the settlement community. While the sketch plan for physical development
(Chapter Five) indicates sites for housing, roads and other infrastructure, the re-
source plan would prescribe treatment for the land outside the settlement itself,
and the surrounding sea-bed where relevant.

11. The Cleanup

BARC will present Congress with options for restoration of Bikini Atoll as a safe
habitat. Regardless of the option chosen, the cleanup will clearly include major
physical reconstruction work (land-moving, application of fertilizer, preparation
of areas for cultivation and community development, planting, road building, dock
building, airstrip and auxiliary facilities improvements, utilities installation, house
building, etc.). This work could cost between $80 and $150 million3l, to be funded
by the U.S. Government.

The capital inflow represented by this works program is likely to be spread over a
number of years. It will generate much employment, including job opportunities
suitable for the Bikini people. The project manager, supervisors and key techni-
cians may come from abroad, but manual labor will also be required as well as
some technical and organizational skills in which Bikinians can be trained.
Contractors for the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) on Kili who have hired
Bikinians as construction workers, find the people are able to learn technical
skills. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory has begun to employ Bikinians (four thus
far) for the agricultural test plots on Bikini. As this arrangement has worked well,
more Bikinians will be hired in the future.
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-he cleanup/revegetation/resettlement program could employ Bikinians in the
following capacities:

1. Construction -- laborers, drivers, light equipment operators, carpenters,
repair and maintenance. Those Bikinians who are literate in English, more-
over, may qualify for administrative support jobs with the contractors.

2. Revegetation -- practical horticulturists, e.g. cultivators with some
experience, who are able to sustain the plant maintenance required to
revegetate the atoll.

3. Radiation Monitoring assistants both during and after the cleanup to
ensure that dosage levels are not being exceeded.

What happens to these people after the island is rehabilitated and the construction
effort ceases? Long-term speculation is probably inappropriate. -ut many will
have training and skills that can be applied both in expansion of the Bikini com-
munity over time and in construction work elsewhere in Micronesia. Furthermore,
if Bikini can be replanted in marketable kono wood and mariculture crops, the
cleanup itself will provide the basis for economic enterprises to absorb a per-
manent work force.

One BARC member has suggested that skilled Bikinians could be organized into a
Bikini Construction Company following the cleanup. Such a company, conceivably
capitalized initially by the trust funds, could bid competitively and operate
throughout Micronesia.

BARC's cost-estimating exercises have provided the basis on which forthcoming
reports could identify which types of jobs generated under the alternative cleanup
procedures, and approximately how many, could be held by Bikinians. As the
various methods have different labor requirements, the employment-generating
implications should be spelled out to assist Congress in making its ultimate choice
of method and timing. The engineering estimates could also include costs for
Bikini worker training both in advance of resettlement (e.g. on Kili) and during the
reconstruction period.

By emphasizing Bikinian employment in the reconstruction process it is possible
that some tradeoffs may be required in efficiency, and/or in the length of time to
complete the job, versus a totally contractor-staffed enterprise. These tradeoffs
would need to be factored into the time/cost/and personnel estimates for the
work.

III. Trust Funds

The bulk of Bikinians' $100+ million in trust funds will be invested in interest-
bearing accounts as a long term source of support for the people and their
community. Prudent financial management would dictate that secure, high yield
investments be selected.

Some portion of the funds, however could be designated for investment in enter-
prises which directly create employment for the Bikini people. An economic
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development fund can be created to seed enterprises on Bikini, Kili or elsewhere,
for which Bikinians can be trained, and in fields where they might have some
comparative advantage. Although other government-financed economic develop-
ment funds in Micronesia have been only marginally successful, proper manage-
ment following upon solid feasibility analysis, might guide a Bikini fund to more
salutary results. A mariculture operation and a Bikini Construction Company are
two examples of enterprises that might be seeded by such a development entity.
Others might include:

A. Boat Building

Various feasibility studies and economic development reviews have cited
Micronesia's fisheries potential and need for more efficient inter-island transport
than exists today. If a demand can be mobilized for boats designed to suit Mar-
shallese conditions, boats could be built locally, using light-weight, inexpensive
materials such as molded plywood and fiberglass fabricated in simple shops by
initially-unskilled workers. In the past several years, a number of international
agency-supported technical assistance projects have proven that third-world
countries (e.g. Tuvalu and Burundi) can produce such useful craft. At one time,
the Bikinians were boat builders. The tradition could be revived.

The Bikini people recently witnessed demonstration of a 56-foot trimaran built
with these new processes, at Kili, where ocean conditions preclude use of more
conventional vessels for fishing and transport. The Council has ordered a smaller
version, now being f abricated on Majuro f or use of f Kili. If this trial is successf ul,
we believe the Bikinians could be in a position to market and build similar craft
for use elsewhere in Micronesia. A new boat building tradition can become estab-
lished. An enterprise begun on Majuro or Kili could be transferred to Bikini Atoll
following resettlement. (See photographs). The builder of the Bikini Council boat
and colleagues who have been responsible for the Tuvalu and Burundi projects
want to provide technical assistance to train Bikinians in such an enterprise.

B. Handicrafts

Bikinian women make the Kili bags, known as a fine handicraft item throughout
the Pacific. The bags are more attractive and more finely woven than many other
Micronesian items. The work is hard and production limited. Working at her
leisure, a woman can make a bag in about a week, but production could be intensi-
fied. There has been no sustained marketing of the bags and very little variation
on the original deisgn. In limited probings over the past six months, we have
discovered considerable interest in Kili weaving for sale within the United
States. For example, Pier One, a mass merchandiser of imports, is interested in
adapting the weave to different designs and in purchasing very large quantities.
Representatives of an organization that works with third-world artisans to market
and design specialty items, believe a modified Kili bag can be sold for consider-
ably higher prices than the Bikinians have, thus far, received.

The Kili bag could be the first of a broader line if the Bikinians are responsive to
making adaptations. Thus handicraft could become a long-term source of employ-
ment and revenue. Mobilizing this opportunity will, like boat building, require
more careful feasibility analyses, technical assistance in design, marketing and
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production, and capital investment. Financing this sort of activity might be a a
good investment opportunity for an enterprise development fund created with
trust fund resources.

C. Tourism

More than any other place in Micronesia, "Bikini" has name recognition in the
affluent western world. It was the bomb test site, but it also inspired the naming
of a bathing costume. Tour operators and resort owners are seeking more exotic
locations and more specialized tourism destination areas (cf. the popularity of
Palau and Truk as places for scuba diving, the Galapagos Islands for wildlife
observation, the moors of Ireland for hiking, skiiing in Alaska). Remote islands in
the Pacific have become stopping points for yachtsmen. If the ships sunk in the
Bikini lagoon are declared safe for exploration, diving would be an added feature
to attract specialized tourist interest in the atoll.

Whether Bikini can physically become an attractive place for tourism will depend
on the physical reconstruction and revegetation actually carried out over time.
We assume, however, that a small (10-50 bed) resort facility, accessible by air and
boat, can e located on the main island. Field investigation on Bikini has
identified a site with excellent potential. (Chapter Five).

Construction and maintenance of a small resort can be a source of jobs and re-
venue. A joint venture in which the Bikinians would provide both the site and
some trust fund capital could be studied for feasibility.

IV. Other Jobs, Other Sources

As Chapter One indicates, some Bikinians hold jobs or are engaged in other econ-
omic activity now. They are employed primarily in retail and services, and their
jobs are mainly in the public sector.

Bikinian entrepreneurs have apparently used their household disbursements to save
and invest in enterprise. This pattern should be encouraged. We do not recom-
mend using money from the trust fund corpus to finance retail and service bus-
inesses.

As any community, the Bikinians have people who manage community affairs;pro-
vide essential services and are compensated for their efforts. These individuals
include the Council members themselves, policemen on Kili and Ejit, health aides,
school superintendent and teachers, airline representatives, etc. Their salaries
come from the Resettlement Trust fund, from the REPMAR Government and vari-,
ous "public" resources such as the Four Atoll Health Program and U.S. educational
support that may continue. These personnel represent an administrative cadre
that will probably grow with the population and new settlement on the atoll. It
can be expanded with maintenance personnel, both skilled and unskilled, who will
be needed to operate and repair facilities in the new community.
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V. The Motivation Issue

Inevitably, in a discussion of economic development options, the question of the
Bikini people's motivation to become producers in a monetary economy must be
raised. Will they be prepared to engage in productive labor, to learn and apply
basic skills of management needed to make enterprise work? Will they emerge
from their current dependency on outside providers, to take more responsibility
for their own economic welfare?

Even with wise investment management of the trust funds, the revenues derived
may not be sufficient to support an increasingly consumption-driven economy, at
least not for very long. Thus, incomes generated by Bikinian enterprise will be a
critically needed supplement. Perhaps even more important, will be the psycho-
logical significance of engaging in work which is meaningful and provides self-
respect, as the Bikinians ultimately take charge of their own collective and
individual destinies.

It is essential to initiate a dialogue between the Bikini Council and their advisers
on the motivation issue. The Council will have to be the "role model" for the
people if any breakthrough on this matter is to occur. As one small step, we
suggest that study trips be arranged for Council members and their advisers to
meet with the leaders of two other "minority" groups in the U.S. cultural frame-
work who have dealt effectively with similar issues:

1. Alaskan natives who have created successful enterprises for their people
with the support fund payments received through the claims settlement,
and

2. leaders of selected American Indian reservations, such as the Navajos and
the Cherokees, who have invested compensation funds in revenue-
generating projects on their reservations.

Perhaps in such a dialogue, some clues to achieving the necessary motivation can
emerge.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Towards An Atoll Physical Plan

The Bikini Council has requested that BARC recommend a program to rehabilitate
the entire atoll, permitting full use of the lagoon for fishing and the outer islands
for gathering edible materials. BARC is addressing this question. A master plan
for community development relates primarily to the two largest islands, Bikini and
Eneu, however.

This chapter outlines a basis for physical planning on Bikini and Eneu. It presents
a schematic development program and preliminary recommendations on land use
patterns and criteria for the design and placement of housing. While the principal
recommendations have been conveyed to the Bikini Council, the Council has not
yet evaluated these ideas in relation to one another, nor has a broader sample of
the Bikini people had an opportunity to review them and respond. The plan pro-
posals are followed by an equally preliminary estimate of capital costs.

I. Physical Characteristics Bearing on a Master Plan

A. The Atoll

Figure F10 shows the islands and lagoon of Bikini Atoll. A concise description of
the atoll appears in Weisgall 1985).

Bikini is the northernmost atoll in the Ralik chain, located at 65 degrees
east longitude and 11 degrees north latitude. It is fairly typical in shape and
size to the other atolls in the Marshalls. The oval-shaped lagoon is about 26
miles long (east-west) and 15 miles wide (north-south) and a large pass in the
southeastern part of the lagoon, 10 miles wide, provides a channel that easily
accommodates ocean-going vessels. There are seven other passes in the reef,
all on the southern part of the atoll, that average 400 yards width.

These seven passes are all less than 114 feet deep and all but one are less
than one-half mile wide. The exception, Lokwoj Pass, is two miles wide and
can accommodate large vessels.

Bikini lagoon has an area of 243 square miles or 155,520 acres, making it
ninth in size among the 29 atolls in the archipelago. The lagoon's foor
averages 180 feet in depth, but it rises in several coral heads to within a few
feet of the surface. The maximum recorded depth is 192 feet.

Bikini Atoll consists of 26 islands, seven on the north rim of the atoll, seven
on the east and 12 strung along the south rim. Most of the islands are only
eight to 12 feet above the low tide level, but points on Bikini Island are as
high as 20 feet above low tide level and one dune on an island on the atoll's
northern rim is 23 feet high. The reef, which is relatively flat, varies in
width from one mile (at points along the northern rim) to less than 4 mile
along the southern rim. The lagoon side of the reef (leeward) is narrrow on
the northern and eastern sides of the atolls, and the beaches there offer a
relatively easy approach to landing craft. On the seaward side (windward) of
these islands, however, the reef extends some distance out to sea and is
frequently as wide as the island itself (as at Bikini Island).
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The total dry land area of the atoll's islands is 232 square miles or 1485
acres. The reef area is about 100 times greater than the land area. The
largest island, Bikini Island, is about 21/2 miles long by 12 mile wide,
containing an area of about 560 acres. The second largest island, Eneu, has
an are 52of 304 acres. Next in size are Enedrik 240 acres) and Nam (115
acres).

B. Temperature and Wind

Temperatures on the atoll are fairly constant and range from a mean minimum of
79 degrees to a mean maximum around 86 degrees. Humidity is lower than in the
southern Marshalls.

Prevailing winds are the northeast trades which blow most steadily between
December and March with a velocity of 'about 20 knots. Hurricanes occur during
summer and fall, but are infrequent.

C. Rainfall and Water

Water is the single most significant issue affecting resettlement on the atoll.
Bikini and Eneu Islands have long dry periods and highly variable rainy seasons
(mainly between August and November). According to BARCIs records, rainfall
has averaged 53 inches annually in recent years, ranging from a low of 36 inches
to a high of 72.33 BARC Report No. I indicates that Bikini Island has effectively
no potable ground water resources Fut that Eneu Island has a good supply of
ground water. A sizable catchment basin to collect rainwater from the existing
runway and apron appears feasible.

Since anticipated population will be many times that of 1946, rain water cisterns
attached to all buildings will be mandatory. Yet even cisterns may be inadequate
to support both human life and revegetation on Bikini and Eneu Islands, not to
mention possible food crops. Current test plots on Bikini are being irrigated with
desalinated water from portable plants that produce 1200 gpd (gallons per day),
and on Eneu, with well and rain water. The water requirement of the area cur-
rently under irrigation is miniscule compared with the volume that will likely be
necessary to support full scale revegetation of Bikini and Eneu with edible crops.

During the BARC meetings in January 1986, the water resource issue was-dis-
cussed in some detail, as well as the relative feasibility of desalination vs.
construction of a catchment system on each islands to be settled. In addition to
roof catchment and cisterns for all buildings, the apron at the Eneu airstrip would
be utilized as well as appropriately-treated open areas on both Eneu and Bikini.
The Committee concluded that such a catchment system with associated water
storage facilities would have ample capacity for both irrigation and community
needs (excluding sanitation) even under the most drastic scraping alternative for
rehabilitating Bikini Island.

Because the islands' soils are highly permeability and lack much depth, septic
tanks would not be feasible for human waste disposal. Water resources, moreover,
would be insufficient to permit conventional waterborne sewage disposal. A piped
seawater system is preferable.
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D. Natural Features

According to BARCIs survey of the topography of Bikini, Eneu and some of the
smaller islands in 1985, Bikini is a relatively high island. Portions are feet or
more above sea level. (BARC Report No. 334 For planning purposes, we assume
that approximately the same altitude is maintained or restored for resettlement.
(The height of the island will affect such design matters as gravity flow for sewers
and the desirability of a resort location.) Eneu is a lower island, with a maximum
altitude about 10 feet above sea level.

Both islands are heavily vegetated now, with coconuts planted during the resettle-
ment of the 1970st kono wood trees and scrub growth of various types.

Clean, white sand beaches are a striking natural feature of Bikini Island. In places
they are as deep as 50 yards or more. Wind and wave action have created a par-
ticularly good beach on the northwest tip of the island, extending 200-300 yards,
and exposed to both ocean and lagoon. Eneuls beaches are narrower.

A second major asset is Bikini's reef. Unlike many other islands in the Pacific,
this reef is, in some places, as wide as the island itself. This reef protects the
island from heavy waves and also provides access to extensive areas for fishing
and oystering.

E. Man-made Features

About 40 concrete, metal roofed houses built during the 1970s resettlement are
strung along Bikini Island's lagoon road. Almost all are in bad repair. Several
have been patched up by the BARC crews to serve as storage areas and equipment
workshops. They can be maintained as such during further field testing and the
cleanup should the method selected not entail scraping and disposal of the radio-
active spoil. Some capital cost of support facilities could thereby be saved. If
Bikini Island is to be scraped, however, all buildings now on the island as well as
all existing vegetation will be removed. In any event, these houses should be
razed prior to resettlement, as their original design and construction are
unsatisfactory to the Bikinians.

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory has renovated the old school house on Bikini
which could serve as a base camp nucleus during cleanup, again provided that the
island is not scraped. This facility has bunks for about 30 people, a fully equipped
kitchen, showers and toilets. It is outfitted with the desalination equipment for
potable water, a saltwater sanitation system and solar water heating.

A large concrete building remains mid-island on Bikini, due east of the scientific
camp. Possible conversion of this building as a warehouse or storage facility
should be evaluated if the structure can remain.

On Eneu, also, there are existing buildings, one of which is now used for storing
construction materials. This structure near the dock might be feasible to retrofit
as a power plant to serve both Bikini and Eneu, with some resultant construction
cost savings. If Bikini is to be excavated in the cleanup, the massive construction
operation, based on Eneu, will have substantial power requirements. Generators
installed for the base camp could be scaled to serve the residents of Bikini and
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Eneu afterward. If Bikini is rehabilitated by methods requiring less elaborate
mobilization of equipment and personnel, the power-generating installation on
Eneu might be smaller initially, but designed so tcapacity can be expanded to
accommodate eventual resettlement community needs. The second concrete
building on Eneu might serve for storerooms and workshops.

Materials and goods bound for Bikini now must be transferred to small boats or
barged onto the beach, since that island has no dock. A new pier will be needed
there, in any event. The facility may have to be built both earlier and larger to
accommodate the heavy construction equipment for island scraping and spoils
disposition, if that is the method chosen.

Eneuls dock is severely deteriorated, but still serviceable for small ships. The
scientific support vessel Liktanur can tie up directly and off-load. Mobilization of
support facilities for a scraping operation on Bikini Island will require rebuilding
of Eneuls dock to more generous standards. Reconstruction of Eneuls pier might
be more modest if different options for cleanup are selected.

Eneuls principal man-made feature is the 4,200-foot airstrip with an asphaltic
concrete apron, which appears to be in fair condition. Resurfaced, and connected
with a water supply reservoir, the apron will be a major element of the Bikinian
water catchment system.

F. Historic and Sacred Areas

Through field investigation and identification by the Bikinians' Liaison Officer and
BARC's archeologist, Charles Streck, 11 areas of ceremonial, historic or general
archeological interest on Bikini were noted. The following numbered list is keyed
to locations indicated on the Figure F12.

Historic Sites

I 2 Cooking pits. Streck's main finds were cooking pits (including two near
the center of the island). As all relevant information has been extracted,
the pits can be back-filled. (The archeologist states that some fire pits
exist on Eneu and Nam as well.)

3 4 Tools. Streck found remains of tools and shards between the lagoon road
and shore at the northwest of the island. In his judgment, the sites do not
require protection.

5 Japanese Memorial. About 100 yards north of the bunkhouse and west of
the road is a small concrete block with an obelisk. This is a memorial to
the Japanese garrison who committed suicide at the end of World War 11.

6 Main Cemetery The main cemetery is an area of about 100, by 1001 just
south of the bunkhouse and east of the road. Many of the gravestones
have been bulldozed. The cemetary is completely overgrown with brush
and should be restored.

7 Small Cemetery In much better shape are four gravestones just east of
the existing houses on the Janai wato at the south of the island.
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Sacred/Taboo Areas

8 Sacred Coral. "The coral of not long ago" is about 100 yards into the
lagoon north and east of the bunkhouse. It was a place for exorcising
demons. Bikinians dived there to fill bottles with healing sea water.

9 Second sacred water area.. This is also in the lagoon, about 100 yards
north of the sacred coral.

10 Old slippery bark trees. The trees, long gone, apparently had medicinal
significance. The area is south and east of the bunkhouse on Malajica
wato.

1 1 Sacred well. This is the site of an old deep well at the northwest of the
island on Leen Rear wato near the lagoon road. It has long since been
bulldozed.

The two cemeteries and the Japanese Memorial should be preserved in a develop-
ment plan.

11. The Development Program

The development program presented below is for a community of 1000-1,250
people by the turn of the century. About 800-1,000 will be on Bikini and 200-250
on Eneu. Major facilities should be planned for expansion to accommodate
anticipated growth of the resident population beyond the year 2000, however.

This program is predicated on the assumption that resettlement will be staged,
beginning with construction of a base camp on Eneu Island that can ultimately
become the nucleus of the permanent Eneu community. A major Eneu base camp
would be necessary if a scraping alternative is selected for Bikini Island, since
habitation on Bikini itself during the scraping operation would be inadvisable. If,
however, one of the less drastic cleanup alternatives is selected, the principal
base camp might be on Bikini. In that case, early construction of a deep-water
dock at Bikini would be desirable to permit direct loading/unloading by support
ships. Eneu, then, would need facilities mainly to support its resident population
and airstrip operation. First phase development there might be somewhat more
modest, but would still be planned and designed as the nucleus of the ultimate
community.

The base camp, whether on Bikini or Eneu, could serve as a venue for training
Bikini workers and demonstrating some of the house-construction techniques dis-
cussed in Chapter Six. Bikinians suggest it might further afford a valuable oppor-
tunity for nutritional research bearing on resettlement conditions.

The components of the development program have been approved for preliminary
study purposes by members of the Bikini Council. As with all other aspects of the
planning work, however, they have not been thoroughly discussed or formally
approved.
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The following program and sketch plan do not present precise scale, dimensions or
locations. Nor are building materials and technologies specified at this pre-
liminary point in the planning process. The range of alternative possibilities is
still too wide, pending definitive guidance from BARCIs investigations and choices
yet to be considered by the Bikini people. Some very rough assumptions have been
made about various construction parameters, however, in order to estimate gen-
eral costs of the cleanup, revegetation and rqpettlement components of the Bikini
Rehabilitation effort. (BARC, Report No. 4Y-'

Bikini

Facilities

100-125 dwellings* dispersed among existing watos

church, minister's house and garden (church animal pens)

school and office

central warehouse and storage (including freezer space for imported foods
and marine products for export)

recreation building with adjoining volleyball basketball and playing field
areas, tot lot

dispensary

communications building and post office

council offices and meeting room

boat building and other workshops

public works depot and yards (for trucks, earth treatment equipment and
materials, fire fighting equipment etc., parking, fueling, maintenance)

building materials yard and block plant (see Eneu)

Infrastructure

deep water dock plus small boat marina

circumferential island road suitable for bicycles and vehicles plus 12
transverse island roads

water catchment/helicopter landing pad (additional water catchments as
necessary),

salt water sewerage system with pumps, treatment facility and ocean outf all

central water storage and distribution system (as supplement to individual
roof /cistern catchments,

solid waste disposal facility (incinerator/landf ill)

Dwelling units may consist of one or more structures containing living/
sleeping unit, an open air kitchen or cook house, sanitary core, bath house,
store etc.) arranged in clusters of varying size, depending on the size of the
family grouping settled on a given wato. Some units may contain retail stores
as well.
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Other Land Uses

hotel (10-50 room resort) beach area

cemetery

plantation areas for coconuts/timber, etc. (group of adjacent watos)

garden plots associated with wato dwelling clusters

chicken house

Eneu

Facilities

Base camp or first phase to include the following (as called for by the scale of
cleanup operations):

maintenance shop

construction office

warehouse

20 housing units (10 for construction staff, 10 for Bikinians with
families, at least the latter dispersed on watos)

barracks for 50 workers

hostel (10 beds) for visitors

recreation building and playing area

central retail store

laboratory

concrete block plant and building yard Bikini)

Infrastructure

permanent pier and small boat landing/launch area

airstrip with reception/support building and rainwater catchment,
maintenance shed for aircraft and vehicles

power plant, associated fuel storage

electrical transmission line, Eneu-Bikini and local distribution lines for both
islands

salt-water sewage system with outfall

lagoon road with interior extensions

solid waste disposal facility (incinerator/landfill)

Other Land Uses

plantation area for coconuts/timber, etc.

garden plots

ball fields
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111. Preliminary Land Use Plan

A. Bikini

Figure F13 depicts a sketch plan for land uses on Bikini that would accommodate
the development program. It assumes a distribution of housing according to
existing wato boundaries. As requested by the Bikini Council, the plan arrays land
uses along a circumferential two-lane road, stabilized to reduce dust and designed
for bicycles and vehicles. Three transverse island roads are shown, aligned on
wato boundaries. In addition, graded but unpaved pathways connect sections of
the settlement.

Housing is located on each wato. Housing development would start adjacent to
the road on the lagoon side, with expansion room for additional units extending
eastward within each wato. Garden plots are associated with each household unit.

The town center would occupy land within the Monkono and Elak watos, adjoining
the deepwater dock and small boat marina on the lagoon. Major community and
service facilities are clustered in this central area near the old school/scientific
camp, which could be incorporated into the complex if it does not have to be
razed for the cleanup. The functional core of the settlement would include the
church and minister's house, council offices and meeting room, communications
building and post office, warehouse/storage/freezer and any retail stores not
attached to individual dwelling units. The school would be sited at the inland
fringe of the cluster, appropriately buffered from the business and public
buildings.
In this scheme, the existing concrete bunker in mid-island (if it can remain
standing) might be utilized in conjunction with the public works depot and builders
yard.

A boatyard and other workshops are located on the lagoon at the southern end of
the island, as are playing fields and a recreation building. A central storage tank
is proposed in this same vicinity for the water that could be carried by pipeline
from the catchment on Eneu.

The sewage treatment facility is located at the southern tip of the island, the
outfall extending sufficiently far into the lagoon so that the current would carry
the residue away from Bikini. A solid waste disposal facility to the east would
have an incinerator for combustible materials and a landfill for the remainder.

A small resort is proposed for the northwest end of the island, with an entrance
from the ring road. This would occupy the entire Kanelen Relik and Kanalen Rear
watos.

A cleared and surfaced area at the northeast of the island could serve as a water
catchment and helipad. This facility may not be needed, however. If the land
rehabilitation option selected is that which involves removing Bikini Island's top 30
cm of soil and disposing of it in a berm, the berm will, in effect, create a seaward
extension of the island, 2400 meters long and 75-80 meters wide. The design and
surface treatment of this broad berm might be such that it could serve for water
catchment and helicopter landing.
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1. Density

Housing will be the predominant land use on both Bikini and Eneu Islands. Bikini
families prefer to cluster their dwellings so that close relatives may live in
proximity to one another. Members of the households within these clusters share
responsibilities such as cooking and supervision of children. Also, the extended
family eats together, visits and enjoys leisure activities in the outdoor spaces
formed by their groups of houses.

Lacking definitive information about which households will return and which watos
they will occupy, we assume for planning purposes that each wato will have
between three and seven dwellings. Maximum occupancy will be eight people per
dwelling unit.

The settlement area on Kili averages 5-5 12 dwellings per acre, but some parts
are more congested than others. In analyzing of the Kili layout, the areas all
agree are overcrowded have about 13 houses per acre. The least dense part of Kili
has 44 12 houses per acre. Where the houses are spaced about 56 per acre, and
arranged so as to enclose courtyards, they seem to accommodate the families'
outdoor activities comfortably.

If a planning standard of houses/acre maximum is adopted, 100-125 dwellings
would require 20-25 acres. If the number of houses doubles over time while main-
taining this density, a total of 40-50 acres (about 10 per cent of the island's land
area) would be needed for residential use.

2. Land absorption requirements

A tabulation of the roughly estimated land area requirements for housing and
facilities on Bikini is shown below.

Table 8

Land Requirements for Bikini

Use Acreage

housing 20-40

town center 10

builders yard 2

public works depot 2

boatyard and workshops 2

recreation building and fields 4

water storage tanks I

resort 10

landfill 3

helipad/water catchment I

roads 18

TOTAL 73-93
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These land use requirements would leave more than 400 acres, or about 80 per
cent of the island for crops, forest or other open space uses.

Up to this point the preliminary settlement planning studies have been conducted
without benefit of a planning effort directed toward natural resources develop-
ment. Among the virtues of such a parallel exercise, would be its great value in
identifying sites of prime economic potential and the nature of environmental
protection each requires. Indeed, eventual refinement of the general "what if"
scheme sketched here, into a master plan should incorporate guidance on where
not to build as well as recommendations on where and how to build.

B. Eneu

The preliminary sketch plan on the next page shows existing features of Eneu as
its principal nonresidential land uses. The airstrip surface would be improved and
its apron paved with asphaltic concrete to serve as the major water catchment for
the resettlement community. The dock would be reconstructed and the nearby
concrete building, rehabilitated and fitted up with generators and ancillary fuel
storage facility as the power plant for Eneu and Bikini.

As in Bikini a circumferential road providing access to both reef and lagoon has
been specifically requested by the Bikinian Councillors. Two transverse roads
follow wato boundary alignments. Existing tracks are maintained for supplemen-
tary access.

If a major base camp is to be built on Eneu, it would be located mid-island, on the
lagoon side north of the dock, runway apron and existing well. The large concrete
bunker north of the runway, would be used as a warehouse, possibly in connection
with an adjacent builders yard. A workers' barracks and visitors' hostel are
proposed facing the lagoon between the water and the base camp.

Housing for 20-25 Bikini households would be constructed on the lagoon side within
wato boundaries, at a density similar to that of Bikini (5 to the acre, maximum).
This would represent a land demand of about acres. A doubling of households
over time would increase residential use to a total of 10-15 acres, less than per
cent of Eneuls land area.

A sewer outfall, serving the base camp complex, visitors' facilities and the wato
residences would be at the southeast of the island. Provision for solid waste
disposal is in the same general area, somewhat to the east.

Approximately 220 acres on Eneu could be used for agriculture or other open
space uses, depending on soil suitability and the prospect for improving areas
where productivity is poor.
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Table 9

Land Area Requirements for Eneu

Use Acreage

housing 5-10

base camp 10

power plant, fuel storage 2

barracks/hostel 2

airstrip and apron 50

builders yard I

landfill 2

roads 6

TOTAL 78-83

IV. The Land Allocation Issue

The sketch plans respect the Bikini Council's directive to utilize the wato patterns
and make some portion of almost every wato on the two islands available for
residential use by their owners.

Because of the effort to site non-residential uses in the most efficient or
otherwise appropriate locations, the plan could present some conflicts or problems
with the traditional land allocation system.

For example, we believe it is practical to cluster community support uses on
Bikini Island in the central area near to the dock. This would mean that the
majority of town center uses would be located on two watos. Private residences
on these watos (other than the minister's house, perhaps) could conflict with the
town center functions. Conversely, public activities could interfere with the
privacy of people living amidst them. What happens to the households who hold
rights to those watos? How are they compensated? Does the traditional owher-
ship preclude concentrating the community center functions here, or require the
facilities be located elsewhere? Will competition among families to derive
income from their land in the form of cash compensation or "rental fees" lead to
dispersion of facilities without respect to their otherwise-logical siting criteria?

What, moreover, is the situation regarding the proposed resort, located in a
secluded section of the island adjoining the best beaches? Is it possible to exclude
private housing from these watos? Since the resort would be a potential revenue-
generator for the community, should these wato owners receive compensation and
live elsewhere?

Similar issues pertain to the siting of the landfills, power plants, recreation areas
and other support facilities.
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Assuming that the basic pattern is acceptable to the Bikinians, can such a pattern
reasonably be achieved on the two islands in light of the ownership question? If
so, what kinds of agreements, monetary or otherwise, will be needed between res-
ponsible Alabs and the Bikini Council? These matters require thorough investi-
gation and discussion as the planning proceeds.

V. Capital Costs

If the scrape and fill disposal method is chosen for decontaminating Bikini Island,
a substantial investment in infrastructure and facilities will be required to support
that operation and its personnel for the two years or more of cleanup work. Cost
estimates for this alternative (BARC Report No. 4 Appendix C) take into account
the expectation that a number of these facilities would be left behind to serve the
permanent Bikinian resettlement community.

Specifically, these would be the construction base camp on Eneu (including its
sanitation installation) that would become the island's community nucleus, docks
at both Eneu and Bikini, power plant, concrete plant and the water catchment at
Eneuls resurfaced airstrip apron. In addition, some of the mobilization costs
calculated in the cleanup estimate cover equipment that could be held over when
the rehabilitation job is finished and used in the settlement construction project.
Altogether, these components of the rehabilitation project represent almost 25.5
million of the total costs estimated for the excavation alternative. (This figure
includes, in addition to the direct costs attributed to construction of the compon-
ents enumerated above, a proportionate share of share of the total estimated in-
direct costs, overhead burden, contingency, contractor's fees, owners' expense,
engineering, etc.)

Preliminary cost calculations for the additional infrastructure, community facil-
ities and housing components of the development program outlined above would
amount to 35.8 million (exclusive of master planning and design).

Estimates are based on first quarter 1986 dollars. No factor is taken into account
for inflation.

These figures do not cover the costs of land or any investment to establish econ-
omic enterprises such as tourist accommodations, stores and workshops or boat-
yard. Prospective investment that might be envisioned in agriculture, mariculture
or other natural resources-based development is not taken into account either.
Nor are the costs that would be incurred in relocating the Bikinian families to the
new settlement.

If the Bikini Island cleanup program involves less elaborate alternatives than the
excavation (scraping) procedure, the full complement of supporting infrastructure
cited above would probably not be needed for rehabilitation and revegetation
phases of the work. In that case, the costs of any deferred elements would have
to be included as part of the resettlement phase estimates.

The breakdown of capital costs is as follows.
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Table F10

Breakdown of Estimated Capital Costs, Bikini Atoll Resettlement Community

$ 1000's

"Credits" for infrastructure and
facilities left on Bikini and Eneu from
rehabilitation and revegetation phases*

22,790 - 25,460

Bikini construction 23,610

Eneu construction 92710

Eneu-Bikini electrical and water
distribution lines 2,470

TOTAL $ 58,58 - 61,250

If the cleanup base camp is on Bikini Island, and buildings are designed for per-
manent use in the resettlement town center, between 2 and 3 million of the
cleanup operation costs (i.e. the costs of 25,200 square feet of base camp
buildings included in the estimate) can be considered as an additional "credit"
toward reducing the community facilities investment on Bikini. A base camp
on Eneu would not, however, obviate the need for building a town center on
Bikini Island, where the main settlement will be located.

Permanent infrastructure represents almost two-thirds of the estimated capital
costs, 35 million. Of this, 9.6 million would be for transportation facilities,
including airstrip improvement, roads (the circumferentials and transverse links on
Bikini and Eneu and some secondary ways for bicycles and pedestrians), a dock on
each of the two islands and small boat marinas at Bikini and Eneu. Electricity
would be another 13.6 million, including diesel-fueled power plant on Eneu (with
capacity to produce for the needs of both islands), a transmission line linking
Bikini with Eneu, local distribution lines on the two islands, a fuel storage facility
and emergency backup generator for Bikini. Water and sanitation systems to
serve residential and community buildings would account for about $11.1 million
more. A communications system (external and internal) and a solid waste disposal
facility (incinerator/landfill) make up the remainder of the estimated infra-
structure costs.

Community facilities would run 4-6 million in this gross, first-cut cost estimate,
depending on the cleanup program as noted above. These would include the school
with 11 classrooms, administrative office and playground, a church and parson's
residence, four-bed dispensary with treatment room, office and health aide's quar-
ters, administrative headquarters to house Council offices and meeting hall, com-
bination radio-telecommunications and post office building, a public works depot-
maintenance facility, a builders' yard with materials and equipment shed, dockside
warehouse-freezer facility, recreation building and playground and a village park.

Equipment and furnishings such as forklifts, taxi or school-boat, fire truck, school
desks and books, and medical instruments for the dispensary would require addi-
tional investment not included in BARC's tabulations.
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Housing construction for of Eneu and Bikini would cost 14.5 million, assuming
Bikinians play a major role in building their own dwellings. This figure includes
water and sewer connections, kitchen equipment, cistern and flush-toilet for every
house, plus building materials and tools for completing the additional rooms. Ideas
for self help are elaborated in Chapter Six. If conventional, fully contractor-built
dwelling units are provided, the costs would be as much as 50 per cent higher.

Every possible effort should be made to recycle, redevelop or otherwise improve
the buildings already standing, in the interest of reducing new construction costs.
It is worth exploring whether household plumbing can be designed to collect "used"
water (from laundry, cooking, bathing etc.) for toilet-flushing in the event that
the piped seawater distribution system is not operative. Such a solution might
even serve to obviate altogether the need for piping seawater to all households or
even each wato. We would, nonetheless, continue to project the need for some
sort of seawater well and storage arrangement that can make water available in
suf f icient volume and at suf f icient pressure f or f ire-f ighting.

Standards of service are another assumption subject to adjustment. If. instead of
connecting salt and drinking water systems and sewer to every house, there were
water standpipes at each wato (serving 37 houses) or even on wato boundaries (to
serve the households living on two adjacent watos) there could be additional cost
savings.

All these possibilities -- and perhaps others -- will need to be studied and
considered by the Bikinians as the planning for cleanup, revegetation and reset-
tlement proceeds. As subsequent study produces more definitive bases for plan-
ning, corresponding refinements and revisions in the cost estimates can be
expected.

VI. Notes on Maintenance and Other Recurrent Costs

The figures presented above are for capital construction only which, it is assumed,
would be financed by the United States under an appropriation for cleanup and
resettlement.

A new community of this kind must be maintained and operated at an acceptable
sta ndard if it is not to fall into disrepair and deteriorate like many others in the
Pacific. We assume that the Bikini people will undertake the responsibility to
provide the skilled personnel necessary for such continuing support and, further,
will be prepared to commit their own resources to cover the costs of maintenance
and operations.

Estimating conservatively, annual maintenance amounting to one per cent of
capital costs would require 400,000-$500,000. Personnel salaries, supplies, and
other operating expenses would add considerably more. Based on the estimates
for operating the power plant during the cleanup operation (one 800-kw generator
running and a second on standby), the fuel, parts, repairs and labor costs for this
utility alone will be on the order of 846,000 a year. (This figure represents 1986
dollars and does not include any long-range factor such as a reserve fund for
replacement of equipment.) Other public services such as education, health, mail
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and telecommunications, police and fire protection and the Council itself will
have to be supported as well.

How will all these ongoing costs be financed -- from the trust funds, through user
charges (for water and power, for example), some form of tax levy or household
assessment, or a combination of several means?

What services can a settlement comprised of 135 families, with an annual house-
hold income limited to future trt4st fund disbursements afford? To what extent
can this income be augmented by economic development prospects?

What resources can a Bikini nation afford to allocate to the support of its
homeland if it is committed also to support additional Bikinian communities in
other locations? Can the Bikinian population, wherever they are living, be tithed
for support of their homeland?

What effect will reductions in the corpus of the Bikinian trust fund have on any
and all of these prospects?

These economic and fiscal questions have important bearing on decisions concern-
ing the programs for cleanup and resettlement of Bikini Atoll. Equally important
are questions about the preparation of the Bikinians and the adaptation of their
institutions to meet the many new demands the answers are likely to imply. It is
critical that the Bikinian community understand the implications of the choices
before them and that all these issues to be addressed as resettlement planning
progresses.
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CHAPTER SIX

Housing Guidelines

The household dwelling unit will be particularly important in the resettlement
community. This chapter suggests guidelines for siting, design and construction to
result in more satisfactory living conditions than those on Kili and Ejit.

1. Orientation

The new houses on Bikini and Eneu can be much more comfortable than those on
Kilif if they are better oriented to take advantage of prevailing breezes for
ventilation and to offer maximum protection from the sun's heat. Houses should
be sited so that none is blocked from receiving the breeze by any other. More-
over, no room should block off breezes from other rooms within the house. To
gain the greatest cooling effect, each room should have openings both in the wall
facing the direction from which the wind comes and the wall directly opposite.

Since the prevailing wind direction is from the northeast, more interior area can
be exposed directly to breeze if the long dimension of the house lies northwest-
southeast, or west-east. This also reduces the area of the house directly exposed
to the west and the heat of the afternoon sun. Trees should be planted to cast
shade on the western part of the house.

The cooking area and cistern should, preferably, be located on the eastern side, in
the shade of the house itself. They should be placed to permit maximum exposure
to breezes that will carry heat, smoke and odors away from other parts of the
living area. Placement of other functional spaces or other houses downwind (south
or southwest) of these facilities should be avoided.

11. functional Spaces

Certain features of the Bikini houses are dictated by the functions they must
perform; others, by family preferences. Bikini families want two to four bed-
rooms, a sufficient number to sleep 6 or people comfortably, and sufficient in
size to accommodate furniture (at least beds and shelves/cabinets for storing
folded clothing and other household items).

They want three types of living space to accommodate daytime activities: inside
the house, outdoors but sheltered from the sun overhead and outdoors in a court-
yard formed by the cluster of relatives' houses. Additional spaces are needed for
food preparation and cooking, including provision for food storage secure from
insects and rodents.

On Kili, some families operate stores, selling provisions from their houses. Those
that continue this practice on Bikini or Eneu will need an appropriate window or
selling counter, additional space for storing merchandise and possibly refrigeration
facilities as well.
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III. Sanitation

Bikinians interviewed all wanted toilet and shower facilities as part of their
dwellings. Issues of privacy, ventilation, and water consumption affect location of
these facilities with respect to other living areas of the house.

With proper ventilation, odor and insects can be controlled in a toilet that
receives wastes into a water-filled reservoir and permits flushing. For planning
purposes, we are assuming that a salt-water system can be installed, with one
toilet per household, directly connected to a ollector-sewer. Understanding the
system and attention to maintenance by household users will be essential to
sustained trouble-f ree operation. The extent of sewage treatment necessary for a
community of the size anticipated on Bikini and Eneu is yet to be determined, but
the residual wastes would ultimately flow to an ocean outfall.

Although odor control makes it possible to locate the toilet facility near or
attached to the house, a free-standing facility presents certain potential prob-
lems. Among other drawbacks of the old-style "benjdl, the visibility of a person
entering it offends the Bikinians' sense of modesty and propriety. Withdrawal
from the company of others in the general direction of the reef, where any num-
ber of purposes might be served, has been culturally acceptable. Withdrawal in
the specific direction of a benjoll where all might infer the purpose, has not. This
problem can be avoided if the sanitary facility is within a structure housing an
additional function, or if access to the toilet is through a door and off a hallway or
space with multiple purposes. The latter arrangement, incorporating the facility
within one end of the house may even be preferable to a free-standing toilet
structure from a privacy standpoint.

Bikinian households desire shower facilities in or outside their dwellings and a sink
in the kitchen area, where washing or food preparation chores can be done at a
convenient height. These facilities point to a level of domestic water consump-
tion on Bikini considerably higher than the 10 gallons per day (gpd) per person we
estimate have been used on Kili (prior to the installation of the shower/toilet
houses there). Even on Kili, we expect water usage will rise at least to the 13-15
gpd per person figure typical for developing countries. (When a factor for waste is
considered plus water consumption by visitors, contractors and others who are not
permanent resident Bikinians, water consumption on Bikini Atoll after resettle-
ment may approach more closely the 25 gpd parameter used in planning settle-
ments on undeveloped islands at Kwajalein Atoll.)

IV. Water Supply, Roofs, and Cisterns

The prospect of increased water consumption has important implications for the
sizes of residential cisterns and roofs, so long as Bikinians rely on rooftop catch-
ment and cistern storage for a substantial portion of their household supply. Com-
munity catchments will still be essential to supplement this water for the dry
months.

We estimate that a 6,000-gallon cistern will hold enough water to supply a family
of eight. If it must be relied on through the dry season, the family would have to
institute conservation measures from November through April to reduce household
water consumption by about 15 per cent.
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A minimum roof surface of 1400 sq. ft. would be needed, assuming maximum effi-
ciency and first-rate maintenance of rooftop, conduits to the cistern and the cis-
tern itself. These are but rough estimates, based on BARC's rainfall measurement
of 53 inches annually, and a monthly distribution following the pattern charted in
Holmes Narver's 1975 master plan for Bikini. These estimates are useful in
helping to establish a scale for preliminary planning of the houses, but they must
be refined on the basis of authoritative information on the water resources.

V. urability

Bikinians say they want houses able to withstand the elements of nature -- the
occasional hurricane or typhoon, insect damage and continued exposure to salt air
and sun. This requirement holds implications for materials and also for certain
construction details.

Our studies so far, as well as preferences expressed by people living on Kili, point
to the desirability of using concrete foundation pads and concrete block for con-
struction of the Bikini houses. In addition to qualities of weather resistance,
concrete construction is very flexible. It does not limit the builder to spaces or
modules of specific dimensions. If changes to a house are necessary to allow
for expansion by adding new rooms or a second story, for example concrete
block walls can be dismantled fairly easily. The blocks lend themselves to a
variety of surface treatments and can be easily painted. Moreover, satisfactory
blocklaying does not require highly experienced professionals, particularly if the
blocks are interlocking.

Blocks might be fabricated on Bikini or Eneu partially of locally available material
such as sand. This would save transportation costs and help generate a local
enterprise.

Roofs could be heavy-gauge corrugated metal, well-anchored to trusses designed
and built for sufficient strength and security of connection with the house walls to
withstand hurricane wind force. Roofs of lanais or other structures associated
with the house should not be attached to the main roof, but anchored separately to
the walls. For wind resistance, optimal roof pitch is in the range of 300-450.
Roofing material should be a light in color to deflect radiant heat from the sun,
and roofs should be fitted with necessary devices for collecting rainwater, as
discussed above.

With respect to windows, the potential for breakage and salt-spray corrosion
probably render glass jalousies with metal moving parts an undesirable choice for
Bikini houses. Simpler wooden jalousies with easily replaceable components,
capable of adjustment to varying angles of slant might be, in the long run, more
satisf actory.

Window openings should, however, be provided with shutters that can be closed
against oncoming storm-force winds; for winds that can enter through window
openings (or openings beneath the eaves and even spaces below the house) are
probably the single most serious threat to the structure in a hurricane or ty-
phoon. If Bikini houses are built with openings under the eaves for ventilation
(which may be very desirable under generally prevailing conditions) or if the
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houses are raised off the ground to deter insects, occupants should have on hand
plywood or some other material fitted to these spaces which can be used to board
them closed against the wind when heavy weather is expected.

Although our studies thus far suggest concrete block as the most desirable struc-
tural material, it is too early to preclude other possibilities. The U. S. plywood
industry, for example, has a major effort under way to produce durable structural
materials and systems suitable for developing country conditions. Representatives
of that industry have met with the Bikini Council to review some of their experi-
ments. Structural systems using plastics and other materials might be invest-
igated as well, although at this point concrete block seems to be the most suitable
and flexible approach.

VI. Uniformity vs. Equivalence

In an effort to be fair and, perhaps, to realize cost savings through standard-
ization, the U.S. provided the identical house for every family on Kili and Ejit.

Among the problems with these houses today, is their poor adaptability to individ-
ual families' needs. Bikini families are of different sizes. The number of house-
hold members tends to change from time to time. Preferences vary not only be-
tween households but even within a single household over time. By its very
nature, the uniform standard model house cannot be expected to serve all families
equally well, and indeed, it may not truly satisfy any individual family. Although
certain components of a house may lend themselves to standardization, the house
as a whole does not.

The Bikini Council can consider an alternative to building standard model houses
for everyone. This is to provide a uniform, standard core containing those func-
tional parts of the house for which significant cost efficiency can be realized best;
and for the remainder of the house, to provide each family an allowance for
building materials.

The core might include a cistern which every family will need, perhaps a toilet,
shower facility and a kitchen with a sink drainboard arrangement and tap for
water from the cistern. The remainder of the house would include the bedrooms
and living areas, both indoors and outdoors. Although the sleeping/living areas
might all be built with the same construction materials, they could vary in form
and arrangement as well as size, according to the occupants' desires. (Illustrations
show how the living/sleeping area could be placed in relation to the core and con-
figured in a variety of ways that meet the siting principles outlined above. Other
drawings indicate how the installation of the core units might be a first stage of
wato development, followed by construction of the living/sleeping areas which,
themselves, could be expanded or remodeled.)

Building materials that cannot be manufactured on Bikini might be bought in quan-
tity to save money and stored in a community materials warehouse. Families
could be given vouchers entitling them to equivalent amounts or values of mater-
ials. Those who wish to have something different, or in addition, could then pay
for it independently. They would not be limited by some inflexible, fixed house
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plan constructed for them once-and-for-all, but rather by their personal consider-
ations of taste and affordability.

This approach seems to meet the Bikini Council's criterion of equity while ensur-
ing greater flexibility to satisfy the families who live in the dwelling units.

VII. Contractor-Built vs. Family-Built or Something In Between

Since the Bikini people have been in exile, cultural and economic circumstances
have made it logical to consider buying the goods and services they need, as
opposed to producing for themselves. This includes having outside contractors
undertake their construction projects. But when the Bikinians return to their own
atoll, we can foresee a new spirit of self-sufficiency emerging and a return to the
traditional modes of collaboration and mutual self-help.

Restoration of Bikini will require heavy engineering and equipment brought in and
managed by outside contractors. Homebuilding, too, could be turned over entirely
to contractors who might hire some Bikinians as construction labor. But housing is
one element of the resettlement work that offers the Bikinians an opportunity to
pick up a thread of their former culture. Even if new techniques must be learned
and new materials used, families can produce their own dwelling units with the
help of relatives and friends.

We can envision a cadre of young Bikinians acquiring skills in the building trades
and gaining mastery of the appropriate technologies, to return to positions of
importance and honor in their own land, much like the master boatbuilders and
navigators of old. Such skills would be highly valued on into the future as the
community re-establishes itself and emerges from a state of dependence. The
vision is not wholly romantic. It has a very practical side which may amount to
substantial cost savings and more satisfactory end-products, both.

Fulfilling the vision is not likely to come about automatically, however. It will
take planning and advance preparation. Further, it is more likely to be fostered
by providing families with contractor-built starter cores for their houses, then
construction materials and tools to complete the living and sleeping portions. A
complete contractor-built model house, even if Bikinian crews help build it, is not
likely to accomplish the same results.

It is certainly not too early to start thinking of these issues and to lay the
groundwork for future economic as well as residential development of the Bikini
community. Pilot construction methods, materials and designs could be tested on
Kili in the short term. They could serve to train future builders and to familiarize
people with their use, maintenance requirements and repair techniques as well any
special hygiene measures required.
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CHAPTERSEVEN

Next Steps in the Planning Process

I. ClosingthelnformationGap

Congress has requested that BARC undertake resettlement planning for Bikini and
Eneu and include resettlement impact analysis in the Draft Environmental State-
ment. This report represents a first step in addressing these tasks. The tasks can
not be completed, however, until information becomes available to fill important
gaps. This material is critical, both to resettlement planning and to BARCIs
ability to present Congress with viable clean-up options and their projected costs.

The critical subjects to address are:

1. For each of the alternative clean-up methods under consideration for Bikini
Isl an d:

a . How long will decontamination take?
b. What must be done to restore the environment and vegetation of Bikini

Island to a habitable state, e.g. sufficient to support a new community
at a reasonable standard of amenity?

C. How long will the revegetation activity require before the island is
ready to receive the new community?

2. Adequacy of water resources (groundwater, rainwater catchment potential)
on Bikini and Eneu Islands to support both revegetation and a new community.

3. The likely state of the Bikini people (numbers, location, living conditions,
financial commitments, etc.) at the time their atoll is ready for resettlement.

4. The judgment and wishes of the Bikini people regarding a community plan in
light of all the foregoing factors, once known.

11. The BARC Studies

BARC is working on the first two of these critical subjects and will have more
definitive information during 1986. Once this information becomes available, the
draft planning analyses, which address the third point above, should be re-
examined and revised to reflect the new material. More definitive planning and
cost estimating for Eneu and Bikini Islands can then be undertaken and submitted
with BARC's final report to Congress.

Unless a first stage resettlement on Eneu is imminent, the plans will likely still be
"drafts" when BARC's work concludes. Final elaboration into an Atoll Master Plan
would occur during a subsequent stage of resettlement programming, supervised
by whatever implementing agency Congress creates.
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111. Refining the Resettlement Program

it is important for the planners to receive feedback from both BARC and the
Bikinians on the major assumptions which form the basis of the planning studies to
date. These assumptions are:

1. Return to Bikini Atoll can begin within the decade of the 1980s with a base
camp on Eneu. Major community settlement can occur on Bikini and Eneu
during the 1990s. By the year 2000, approximately 1000-1,250 people will be
resettled on the atoll.

2. The United States will fund the atoll rehabilitation and settlement construc-
tion, but the Bikinians will accept responsibility for operating and maintaining
all facilities, budgeting the necessary funds from their own resources.

3. Bikinians will be able to adapt their institutional framework so that housing in
the new community can be sited on the watos so as to economize on infra-
structure and suitable land can be allocated for community facilities and
economic enterprises.

4. The Bikini people will demonstrate the motivation, capacity and fiscal res-
ponsibility to manage their communities and to engage in new economic
enterprises and other productive activities including self-help housing
construction.

This preliminary phase of resettlement planning has produced a more or less integ-
rated package of ideas about the physical composition of a future community on
Bikini Atoll and the general order of magnitude of implementation costs. BARC
should assist the Bikinians in reviewing the development program and revising it in
light of their respective concerns. The cost estimates should then be adjusted to
reflect a mutually acceptable development program for the new community, and
made more precise for presentation to Congress.

A. Dialogue with the Bikinians

To aid the Bikinians in their review, material on the program and costs should be
presented in language and images they can understand. Technical advice should be
available as they deliberate and prepare their response. We recommend the
following:

1. A translated summary of the resettlement program with appropriate illustra-
tions should be distributed among all the Bikini people.

2. Three-dimensional models should be built for use in presentations and refining

the settlement plan. The models will help both the Bikinians and the planners
envision the new community and to make informed choices. Models would

represent the topography of Bikini and Eneu Islands, and blocks would be used
to represent location and scale of buildings to demonstrate alternative con-
figurations of lots and dwelling units.

3. A methodology and schedule should be developed to disseminate information

on planning alternatives to the Bikinians and receive their responses. In
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consultation with the Council and its advisers, decisions should be made on
how the material will be presented, e.g. in discussion meetings with the
Council, the whole community on the various islands, lineage groups, house-
hold groups, women only etc.?

4. In the course of this dialogue, the assumptions made about adaptation of
Bikini institutions to deal with land allocation, community maintenance and
finance, and economic development should also be reviewed with the Bikini
Council.

The Bikinians' responses, together with new information from the BARC studies,
should be reflected as necessary in revisions to the outline of the cleanup,
revegetation and resettlement construction programs and cost estimates that will
be submitted with BARC's final, definitive report to Congress.

It is hoped that Council visits to Alaska native organizations and economically
successful American Indian reservations can also be scheduled during 1986.

B. Other Early Actions

Two additional tasks are proposed for 1986.

1. Financial Analysis

This study raises questions about the the Bikinians' financial resources. Once the
Compact goes into effect, there will be numerous claims on the trust funds, i.e.
for household disbursements, investments for long-term future security, economic
development, redevelopment of Kili, potential resettlement in Maui or elsewhere,
maintenance of the Kili and Ejit settlements and the maintenance and operations
of a new community on Bikini Atoll. We assume that the trust funds will not be
expanded beyond the level and time stipulated in the Compact, and that these will
be the Bikinians' patrimony.

Bikinians are not accustomed to paying for services. Some form of tithing, user
charges or taxation may, however, be essential to supplement the trust fund
income devoted to general community benefit if the Bikini Council is to operate
and adequately maintain the facilities and services in a new community. Yet
another financial issue may be that of compensation to wato owners on Bikini and
Eneu whose land is needed for public or commercial facilities.

It is not too early, therefore, to consider financial planning with the Bikini
people. Work proposed for the coming year would include evaluation of the ade-
quacy of resources in respect to resettlement, and formulation with the Council,
its trustee and legal adviser, of a financial and budget strategy.

2. Socio-Economic Impact Analysis

At an appropriate point, prior to submission of BARC's final report, any necessary
socioeconomic impact analysis for an environmental statement can be prepared
on the basis of the planning studies' findings and conclusions.
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